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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M. WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1905.

VOL. 42.

SANITARIUM FOR LAS VEQA3.

SAID TO HAVE
?

-

Meadow City Gets the Prize To Be
Formally Announced at St. Louis
Banquet Tonight. .

.'

ELUDED JAPS

Special to the New Mexican.
St. Louis, May 10. The sanitarium
of the National Fraternities' Association will be located in Las Vegas. This
result will be publicly announced at
a banquet of the directors of the association, which will be held In this
city this evening.
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ACTIVE WORK COMMENCED.

a.

8ANTA FE FREIGHT WRECK.

Trains Run Into Landslide

in Califor-

nia and Traffic Is Again Delayed.
Bakersfleld, Cal., May 10. A landi
slide occurred yesterday on the
Railroad grade at tunnel No. 8.
The track is covered for a distance of
fifty feet with a pile of earth twelve
feet deep. Santa Fe freight train No.
134 struck the slide while going at a
moderate rate of speed.
The engine and four cars were derailed. Southern Pacific train No. 7,
the morning passenger from Los Angeles to San Francisco, is delayed at
Mojave and Santa Fe passenger train
No. 8 Is being held in this city.
Teha-chip-

V COLORADO

MAN

INDICTED.

By Grand Jury of Wyoming on Charge
of Cutting Timber Off of Govern- - ,
ment Land In That State.
Cheyenne, May 10. J. C Teller, of
Colorado, was indicted here today by
the federal grand Jury on charges of
having cut and removed 100,000 railroad ties from government land in this
state. Action Is brought against Mr.
Teller as the president of the Carbon
Timber Company. He was defendant
In the federal court three years ago
in a civil suit for a similar offense.
.
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AN APIARY ON THE GILA

About One Thousand Teams Will Soon
Be Busy on the Grade of the Colorado, Texas & Mexico.
Fort Worth, Texas, May 10. Active
work on the Colorado, Texas & Mexico Railroad, which is being promoted
by Colonel Morris Locke, from Abilene
north to Haskell, a distance of about
eighty miles, was commenced Friday,
and it is said will be pushed ahead as
rapidly as possible. The construction
work is being done by the San Saba
Construction Company, with C. W,
Merchant, the well known stockman
of Abilene, at the head of the com
Arrangements
missary department.
are being made to put between 800
and 1,000 teams at work on the con
struction to Haskell. The first town
FORCED TO LEAVE TOWN.
to be locaieu north from Abilene will
of
Fred Ullman, Councilman
Jerome, be known as Cockrell, named In honor
of United States Senator Cockrell. It
Arizona, Goes to Prescott In Order
Is the Intention to first complete the
to Save His Life.
Haskell extension, after which work
will
begin on the road to the south to
10.
Guarded
City
by
May
Prescott,
with the Santa Fe at
a
connection
Marshal Fred Hawkins, Fred Ullman,
a member of the Jerome city coHncll, Coleman, and ultimately the line Is to
was escorted from that city to a depot be built to Llano, making a road of
a mile outside of the limits, where he 140 miles.
took a train for this city, because of
numerous threats made against his MONIES RECEIVED BY
THE COUNTY TREASURER.
life.
. ...
collections have been
The
following
enin
a
tho
been
leader
Ullman has
treasurer of San
Celso
made
Lopez,
by
forcement of the ordinance prohibitthe months of
Fe
ta
during
County,
dance
women
the
from
frequenting
ing
and
March, 1905:
February
January,
to
halls and saloons. His eagerness
January.
enforce the ordinance has aroused the
For territorial purposes $192.11.
Kaloon element.to the highest pitch.
For county purposes
He stateS here today that to have reGeneral purposes, $131.19; Interest
mained longer iii Jerome would have
fund
$79.83; school fund $82.59; dis
been endangering Ills life. He claims
lithat no lesau than dozen people had trict court fund $72.85; gaming
censes
$11.
and
come to him. in Jerome yesterday
Total for county purposes $377.46.
warned 'him that an effort was to be
For Santa Fe city taxes
made on his life by the tough element
General purposes $99.09; interest
of-- the town.
Ullman has resigned
from the Jerome city council and will fund $45.80; school fund $49.54.
Total cily taxes, $194.43.
go to Santa Monica, California, to
Total for all purposes, $764.
February. ;
For territorial purposes, $92.18.
WILL COMPLETE ORGANIZATION.
For county purposes-Gen- eral
purposes $43.97; interest
American 8tock Growers' Association
fund $14.54; school fund $22.69; liquor
Will Have an Executive Commitlicenses $644; district court fund
tee to Pass Upon Membership.
$31.57; justice of the peace fines $9.
Total for county purposes $765.77.
10.
American
The
Denver, May
For Santa Fe city taxes
Stock Growers' Association, in convenGeneral purposes $59.14; interest
tion In this city, will complete its orfund
$31.78; school fund $29.57.
ofand
elect
ganization this afternoon
Total city taxes, $120.49.
ficers. A committee on .organization
Total for a., purposes, $978.44.
this afternoon reported that the basis
March.
of organization shall be individual, and
For territorial purposes, $774.65.
that an executive committee shall For
county purposes-Gen- eral
have authority to pass upon and admit
purposes $93.08; interest
..representatives of stock organizations. fund $408.89; school fund $43.14; discattlemen
of
a
At meeting
prominent
licenthU morning a fund of $10,000 was trict court fund $106.63; liquor fines
subscribed for immediate expenses, ses $368; Justice of the peace
with the promise of much more to $8.64.
Total for county purposes, $1,028.38.
follow.
Indo-Chln-

IN THE

SIXTIES.

J. F. Hubbell of Lincoln, Nebraska,
Makes a Trip to Santa Fe After
42 Years Absence.

Tokio.

Saigon, May 10. The Russian cruiser Jemtchug and the Russian auxiliary
cruiser Rion, belonging to Admiral
Rojestvensky's squadron, arrived off
Cape St. James near here during the
night of May 8 and left yesterday
morning at the request of the Governor of French
The main Russian squadron is said
to be well provisioned but short of tobacco and cigars. It is considered
likely that Admiral Nebogatoffs division has already passed Cape St.
James.
Two Arrests Made.
Tokio, May 10. M. A. E. Bougoin, a
prominent Frenchman, and his stepson, F. Strange, an Englishman, have
been arrested here as spies.

.

WAS HERE

and an Englishman Are
on Serious Charge by

London. May 10. A dispatch to the
Exchange 'lelegraph Company from
St. Petersburg says it is reported
there that the Russian cruisers Alniaz
and Jemtchug, belonging to Rear Admiral Voelkersam's division of Vice
Admiral
Rojestvensky's squadron,
have eluded the Japanese warships
and reached Vladivostock.
Cruiser Requested to Leave French

.

U

k

Frenchman
Held

NO, 69.

ATTORNEY

'

-

RIVER.

GENERAL'S OPINION.

Regulation of Railroad Rates May Be
Constitutionally
Delegated By
Congress to a Commission.
Washington, D. C, May 10. In regard to the question of the governmental right and power to regulate
the operations of rallroadR, especially
In the respect of fixing rates for trans- j
portation, and the limits of that pow
er, If any, as prescribed by the Con;
stltutton, Attorney General Moody has
handed down a decision which is substantially as follows:
1. There Is a governmental power
to fix the maximum future charges of
carriers by railroad, vested In the legislatures of the states with regard to
transportation exclusively within the
States, and vested in Congress with
regard to all other transportation.
2. Although
power,
legislative
properly speaking, cannot be delegated, the law making body having enacted into law the standard of charges
which shall control, may intrust to an
administrative body not exercising in
the true sense Judicial power the duty
to fix rates in conformity with " that

standard.

DESTRUCTION
OF FACTORIES
Is Threatened

by Russian Lab-- orers Unless Their New De-

mands An Granted.
MAY

THE

I4T.H

rate-maki-

trans6. Any regulation of land
portation, however exercised, would
seem to be so Indirect in its effect upon the ports that it could not consti
tute a preference between the ports of
different states within the meaning of
article 1, section 9, paragraph 6 of the

constitution.

DAY

Appointed for a General Strike of Three
Days to le Followed by the Torch
Immediately.
Reval, European

Russia, May

10.

large meeting of workmenhere
today, which was attended by dele
gates from St. Petersburg and a number of masked men, It was decided to
Bfroclalm a three days' strike In
with labor day, which will
on May 14. It was further deferniined to serve fresh demands upon
At a

n

oc-fi- ir

-

employers, coupled with an
that if they were not complied
!h inside of twelve hours the de-'jtroctlcm of the factories by fire would
follow.
Authorities Are Not Frightened.
St. Petersburg. May 10 Social Democrats declare that their program includes a demonstration throughout
Russia on Sunday and that they are
provided with bombs and dynamite
with which to fight the troops if the
latter Interfere. Their purpose is evidently to make trouble but everywhere precautionary measures have
been taken and the authorities are
convinced that the disorders will be
comparatively insignificant and that
they will easily be suppressed.
Reports of Jewish Massacre Are Grave
St Petersburg, May 10. Very grave
reports are current in this city as to
the extent of the massacre of Jews at
Zehlmots, the number of the killed
and wounded now being placed at 200,
but precise Information Is lacking.
The minister of the interior has called
for a detailed report. h&

. The
power Is not a
judicial function and cannot be con
ferred constitutionally upon the aurl
of the United States, either by way of
original or appellate jurisdiction.
4. The courts, however, have
the
power to Investigate any rate or rates
fixed by legislative authority and to
determine whether they are such as
would be confiscatory of the property
of the carrier, and If they are judicially found to be confiscatory In their effect, to restrain their enforcement.
5. Any law which attempts to de
prive the courts of this power Is
3.

M

lntl-?atfu- u

7. Reasonable, just, and Impartial
rates determined by legislative au
thority are not within the prohibition
of article 1, section 9, paragraph 6 of
the Constitution, even though they re DENVER MAN RUNS
AMUCK IN TRINIDAD.
sult In a varying charge per ton per
Trinidad, May 10. For a short time
mile to and from the ports of the dif
a panic reigned in the Coronado Hotel
ferent states.
,

DIES IN NEW MEXICO.
W. H. Hills, Chief Clerk In Treasury
Department, Found Dead In Hotel
at Carrlzozo.

here, being caused by W. M. Graham,
who has been at the hotel for the past
week, registered from Denver. Graham came down from his room clad
in his shirt and trousers and proceeded to chase the bell boy downstairs.
He encountered two guests on the
stairway- and tried to strike them with
a billy:- After a fierce struggle with
five or six of the guests, he was finally disarmed and quieted. Graham" is
supposed to be here looking after the
coal mining interests of Denver parties and too much indulgence of the
cup is thought to have caused him to
go temporarily Insane.

Washington, May 10. A telegram
was received today by Secretary Shaw
For Santa Fe city taxes
announcing the death at Carrlzozo, N.
General purposes $48.52; interest M., of Wa.iace H. Hills, chief clerk in
fund $19.79; school fund $22.52.
the treasury department. According
Total city taxes $90.83.
to advices he was found dead in bed
Total for all purposes $1,193.86.
this morning at the hotel where he
Grand total, $2,936.30.
was stopping. Mr. Hills left Wash
Total for the Three Months.
ington on May 2d on official business
Territorial purposes $358.94.
to be gone for a period of three
County purposes
weeks, and was apparently in good C. G. KAADT DIES
AFTERNOON.
General purposes $268.24; interest health. He was
THIS
years of age
C. G. Kaadt, the photographer, who
fund $503.26; school fund $148.42; dis- and had been in the employment of
has been ill for several years, passed
trict court fund $211.05; gaming li- the treasury department for forty-oncenses $11; liquor licenses $1,012; jusaway this afternoon about 2:30 o'clock.
years.
Mr. Kaadt was on the streets this
tice of the peace fines $17.64.
Total for county purposes $2,171.61.
morning and feeling fairly well. He
JUDGE DENIES APPLICATION.
had Just disposed of some property
Santa Fe city taxes-Gepurposes $20.75; interest Filed By H. G. Tull for Injunction and was talking about selling his art
fund $97.37; school ftfhd $101.63.
gallery in the near future He had reAgainst the Equitable Life Asturned from dinner and was at the
Total city taxes $405.75.
surance 8oclety.
studio when he was seized with a seTotal for all purposes $2,936.30.
vere hemorrhage of the .lungs, from
April.
New York, May 10. Justice McLean which he could not recover. The body
The following collections have been
towas taken to the undertaking estabmade by Celso Lopes, treasurer of of the New Ydrk Supreme Court,
of
Herbert
denied
the
application
day
of
lishment of Dudrow ft Montenle. The
Santa Fe County, for the month
G. Tull of Philadelphia, a policy holder
funeral notice will be given out later.
1905.
April.
in the Equitable life Assurance So
. For territorial purposes $261.74.
ciety for an injunction restraining that
NEW RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR.
For county purposes
General purposes $152.06; interest society and the New York state super
fund $54.21; school fund $63.53; dis- intendent of insurance from proceed- Count Casslnl Will Be Succeeded In
trict court fund $80.92; liquor licenses ing further with respect to the pro
Washington By Baron Rosen.
$184.00; gaming licenses $230.00; jus- posed amended charter of the Equit able, which was sent to the supertatice of the peace fines $4.80.
Washington, May 10. Count Cassltendent for his approval. The amend nl, Russian ambassador to this counTotal county purposes $769.62.
ed charter provides for a mutualiza try, has been transferred to Madrid.
,- For Santa Fe city taxes
He will be succeeded here by Baron
General purposes, $120.13; Inter tlon of the society.
est fund $64.86; school fund $59.06.
Rosen, until recently the Russian minTotal city taxes $244.06.
New Mexican advertising pays. Try ister at Tokio. Count Casslnl will
leave her la Jim.
Total for all purposes $1476.8L
on.
fifty-fiv- e

e

neral

.

J. F. Hubbell, who represents a Lincoln, Nebraska, wholesale clothing
house, was a business visitor this
morning In the Capital City. About
forty-fiv- e
years ago Mr. Hubbell came
overland with his parents, in a mule
train, from eastern Kansas to Santa
Fe. The original intention when the
trip was taken was to go on to Call
fornla. This was abandoned, however,
and after living in the city of Santa
Fe for about two years, they returned
to the old home in Kansas. Mr. Hubbell has been In the clothing business
for several years and has been on the
road most of the time, but this is his
first trip into the "Land of Sunshine."
He is now working up a regular territory and Is picking out the best cities
and towns in southern Colorado and
New Mexico. Mr. Hubbell says that
he does not remember much about
Santa Fe when he was here in the sixties except that the troops were stationed at Fort Marcy and he can remember seeing them at their drills.
When asked what he thought about
this section of the country, he said
that, having been used to the rolling
prairie of Kansas, the rough mountain
country was not in his line, but he
was sure that after he became used
to the mountains this country would
be pleasant. The climate, he said, was
the best he had ever been In. Mr.
Hubbell has only been out of the hos
pltal about six weeks and when he
started out here at the time of his release, weighed only 130 pounds. Most
of this six weeks has been spent in
New Mexico and Mr. Hubbell now
weighs 156 pounds and feels better
than for a good many years. The
Capital City has been decided upon by
him as one of his regular stops and
he will be here every sixty days. Mr.
Hubbell was registered at the Claire.
Q.

E. MEANY

MARRIED.

Former Santa Fe Young Man Weds
Miss Nellie Drake of Prescott, In
That City.

WILL REFUSE

RENOMINATE
President Riosevelt States

Em-

phatically That Hs Will Not
Be Candidate.

NO

COMPROMISE

'

BILL

Him in Regard to
Railroad Legislation -- People
Must Have Relief.

Will Be Accepted by

Omaha, May

10.

The

Bee

quotes

President Roosevelt as making an emphatic statement that he will not be a
It says:
candidate for
"You are authorized to state that I
will not again be a candidate for the
office of President of the United
States. There are no strings on this
statement. I mean it. I made my
speech at Denver for the purpose of
convincing the people of my earnestness in regard to the matter of railI will not be satis-fleroad legislation.
d

with any compromise that does
not bring relief to the people from the
conditions that now exist in regard to
transportation affairs In this country.
No compromise bill from Congress will
be accepted."
The published statements to the ef
fect that President Roosevelt would be
forced to accept renomlnatlon by the
people who would be aroused by the
failure of Congress to enact remedial
legislation, was shown him. He ex
pressed himself most emphatically
that he would not be swayed from his
determination by any advances that
might be made him, no matter In what
disguise they came.
Presidential 8peclal Through Iowa.
Cedar Rapids, May 10. The special
train bearing President Roosevelt and
party passed through here at 6:30 this
morning.
Makes Three Stops In Illinois.
Dixon, 111., May 10. The Presidential special passed through nearly all
Iowa In the darkness. President Roosevelt retiring when the train crossed
the Missouri River last night and being called a few minutes before reaching the Mississippi. The only stop In
Iowa for speech making was at Clin
ton. The first stop In Illinois was at
Sterling. Other stops In the slate
were at Dixon and Dekalb.
President Reaches Windy City.
Chicago, May 10. President Roose
velt's train arrived in Chicago a raw
minutes after noon and was met by a
reception committee. The President
and his party immediately started for
the Auditorium Annex.
Peace Promised In Honor of President
of
May 10. Promises
Chicago,
peace and order for today, President's
day, were made by both sides of the
strike. The teamsters'
teamsters'
Joint council has voted against a gen.
eral strike and is determined that no

G. E. Meany, son of Rev. and Mrs.
E. W. Meany, now of Los Angeles, but
formerly of this city, was married on
the 26th of April at Prescott, Arizona.
The young man spent a good deal of
his boyhood In this city, where his
father for a number of years was rec
tor of the Church of the Holy Faith.
The Courier, published at Prescott, further
movements
sympathetic
contained the following item on the should be made except In case team
marriage:
sters are ordered to make deliveries
"G. E. Meany and Miss Nellie Drake to
boycotted houses, In which event
both of this city, were married in the individuals should walk out A state
Episcopal Church yesterday morning ment of the situation was prepared to
at 9 o'clock. The church was com- be presented to the President by the
fortably filled with friends of the strikers' committee. Labor leaders,
happy couple. The ceremony was per planned to make a proposition to the
formed by Rev. E. W. Meany, father President to act as arbitrator, choosof the groom. Miss Drake entered the ing as associates one man from the
church accompanied
by her father. ranks of the laborers and from the
The church was beautifully decorated employers.
with apple blossoms and streamers. Will Not Ask President to Arbitrate,
Misses Theresa Fredericks, Amy Nel
Chicago, May 10. The representa
son and Emma Dutcher acted as ush tives of labor have abandoned the plan
ers. Dixon ragemerg was pnaesman of petitioning President Roosevelt,
and Miss Ollle Fisher, bridesmaid. while In Chicago today, to use his good
The groom Is paying teller at the Pres- offices in bringing about a settlement
cott National Bank, which fact alone of the strike.
vouches for his standing in this com
munity. His bride is a young lady of DOCKET LARGE IN
the highest social standing. After the
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT,
usual wedding repast, the couple left
for California in F. M. Murphy's spe
criminal cases
There are fifty-fou- r
cial car, which was well showered on the docket ror mis term oi court
with rice as it glided away. The Cour- for the Fourth Judicial
District, which
ier extends its best wishes to the convened Monday In Las Vegas.
young couple."
Among the criminal cases are the fol
lowing: For murder. Pedro Casaus, lai- LABORERS SENT FROM
dro Padllla, Apariclo Tapla, Juan
EL PASO EVERY DAY.
Baca, Enrique Herrera; for unlawfulbeare
0.
Laborers
El Paso, May
ly purchasing cattle, Atanaclo Casa-dos- ;
ing sent out from El Paso daily, for
larceny of cattle, Juan Baca,
service at different points on the lines
Lucero, Francisco TruJIllo. Jo
white
of the Santa Fe Railway. Both
Fidel Garcia, Macedon TruGonzales,
men and Mexicans are employed by
of horses. Felipe Peres.
JIllo;
larceny
and
this
city
the labor agencies in
Ambrose
Means; assault
Ortiz,
Miguel
shipped out for railroad construction with intent to kill, Pedro Apodaca,
work.
Last
and repair
evening party Leandro Alvarez; assault on wife,
of white laborers left for the Belen
embezzlement, Edward
cut-ofAnother larger party will Ellas Padllla;
Fred
unlawfully disSandoval;
Hale,
of
leave this evening. Several parties
AmLee
Greenhow,
rifle,
charging
laborers have left El Paso recently brose Means;
selling liquor to minor.
over the Santa Fe for points In
Pedro Ortiz; perjury, Pearline Cheatham, Fermin Ullbarrl; assault, Juan
EsquibeL Nicholas Esqulbel, Juan IaK,
OUTSTANDING WARRANTS
fdro
Esqulbel; burglary, Miguel Orte
OF CREEKS TO BE PAID.
with deadly weapon, Adeassault
ga;
Uni10.
The
Okla..
Lawton.
May
laide Tafoya.
ted States Indian agent today began
Besides the criminal cases on the
the payment of all outstanding war docket
there are also two hundred and
This
nation.
rants aealnst the Creek
civil case.
nineteen
will mean the payment of $55,000
Most of the - warrants are held by
Keep your business ever before the
banks, although few of them are
held by teachers who have been teach public by advertising to your bom
ing in the Creek schools. These war paper.
rants have been selling at discount
Subscribe for the New Mexican and
of 10 per cent and the beginning of
get all the latest and best news.
payment will bring them up to par,
Cle-men- te

f.
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MACARONI WHEAT.
What is called the arid west is ad
vancinir at rapid strides towards an
agricultural west. A good deal
this is being accomplished by planting
cereals and grains that do not need a
great amount of water to become ripe
and attain perfection upon the plains
and mesas east of the Rocky Moun
tains, especially in Colorado and New
Mexico. In this Territory this Is no
ticeably the case in Roosevelt,
Guadalupe, in Quay and In Colfax
Counties. The results so far have
been very satisfactory and, this year
with the abundance of rain that has so
far prevailed and which bids fair
continue, will be successful. Concern
ing this advance In agriculture In the
Centennial State, where what Is being
done there is much of a criterion of
what can be done in New Mexico, the
Colorado Springs Gazette editorially

A REKORM

MAYOR FOR PHOENIX
In the recent city elections in Ari
zona the quesuou of the suppression
of gambling by the medium of a high
license was important and cut consld
erabie or a ngure. Adams, the Re
publican candidate for mayor In the
city of Phoenix, the capital of the Territory, was elected. It was charged
that he was favorable to the gambling
and saloon interests and would allow
Phoenix to be a wide-opetown If he
was successful. He was elected and
has announced that he will Institute
the following reforms In the capital
of the territory:
1. The suppression of public gamb
ling after midnight and on Sunday.
2. The closing of saloons at mid
night.
3. The closing of saloons on Sun
day, at least to the extent of barring
the front doors.
4. The suppression of all music In
the saloons.
5. The suppression of all gambling
by minors.
6. The
separation of bar rooms
from gambling rooms by a partition
from floor to celling and by closed
doors between.
7. Prohibiting the presence of wom
en or minors on the premises of a
saloon.
8. Prohibiting loitering in front of
saloons.
9. The raising of saloon licenses.
He might go farther, but fair mind
ed people will admit that he Is making
a very good start for a genuine and
thorough reform concerning saloons
and gambling and that, If he keeps on
in this way, when his term of two
years in the mayor's office ends, Phoe
nix will not only be a "dry town on
Sundays but saloons and gambling will
be very thoroughly regulated.
n

" loot oourmgrn mud thought I
would nevor rogmin my health."

"Three years of delicate health
trying doctors' prescriptions and
patent medicines" without benefit
might well sap the courage of any
woman. And yet Mrs. Bryant proved
that the question of the cure of womanly disease is only a question of
using the right remedy. A few doses
of 'Favorite Prescription' restored
her courage and revived her hope,
because she could see "a decided
Three
change from the first.

We

The
xford eiub
the best

brands of wines,
keep
liquors and cigars that can be
obtained and sell at a reasonable
prices.
All of our employes will treat
you in a courteous manner.
We have all of the popular
games and you can spend a
pleasant houror two at any time.

B

GQ

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .25
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00
Daily, per month, by carrier
75
Dally, per month, by mail
7.50
mall
one
year, by
Daily,
4.00
Dally, six months, by mall
Daily, three months, by mall .... 2.00
2.00 says:
Weekly, per year
1.00
"It Is likely that the next few years
Weekly, six months
75 will witness a remarkable develop
Weekly, per quarter
85 ment of the seml-arlr.eglons of Colo
Weekly, per month
rado through the agency of durum
The New Mexican Is the oldest or macaroni wheat. This variety of
newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent wheat, which originally comes from
months' use of the medicine reto every postofflce In the Territory, Russia, Is peculiarly adapted to local!
stored her to perfect health.
Ur. fierce's .favorite Prescription
and has a large and growing circula- ties where the rainfall is very light.
cures irregularity, dries weakening
tion among the intelligent and pro- Two years ago the State Agricultural
,
drains, heals inflammation and ul
with
gressive people of the Southwest.
Experiment Station,
and cures female weakness.
ceration,
The most conveniently loccted ar.donly
the Department of Agriculture, sent
and steamheated
Mrs. Sarah Bryant, President of Memphis )
Socia' Science Club, residing at 271 Atkinson !
in the city. Elf ctric lis hu, baths and sanitary plumbing
Hotel
seed durum wheat to careful farmers
Ave., Memphis, Tenn., writes: "I suflncl J
In all parts of the state where dry
with delicate health for three vears. trwiiir
Cafe and Buffet
throughout
Everything up 10 c'ate. Hrst-cUdoctors' prescriptions and patent medicine
UNIQN(jtojnLABEl
results
and
the
Is
practiced,
farming
connected. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men.
until I lost courage and thought I would
ever regain my health; but a tew doses of
encouraged the authorities to attempt
your 'Favorite Prescription' made mechamrt
a more thorough test.
cr
my mind. Could see a decided change from
or
some eighteen
IHC liiai, bu
lui ir.i
uil
"Accordingly
kepi
PUSHING FIGHT AGAINST JOINT
months faithfully and am now in -per.'ect
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in
twenty thousand pounds of pure pedl
neami.
STATEHOOD.
was
Kubanka
durum
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, iu
purchased
greed
of
Ari
Governor Joseph H. KIbbey,
Building Corner Plaza and San Francisco Street.
and sold at actual cost to the farm
paper covers, is sent free on receipt
zona, who is also the chairman of the ers.
of 21 one-cestamps to pay expense
a small amount from
Only
Republican Territorial Committee, and twenty-fiv- e
of mailing only. Address Dr. R. V.
to one hundred pounds
E. E. Ellinwood, of Flagstaff, chairman
Pierce, Bunalo, N. Y.
to each farmer who ap
sent
be
could
of the Democratic Territorial Commithas
which
distribution
but
the
plied,
tee, have called a meeting of the
RHEUMA
FROM
been completed has been general
Tonight, at St. Louis, announcement WHY SUFFER
bodies over which they preside to Just
TISM?
now
afforded
is
and
the
of
location
the
of
made
will
be
the.
opportunity
meet in Phoenix on the 27th instant,
of seeing how the crop succeeds In Fraternal Sanitarium for ConsumpWhy suffer from rheumatism when
for the purpose of inaugurating an
one application of Chamberlain's Pain
state.
of
the
various
which
not
much
matter
parts
does
tives.
It
anti-join- t
statehood campaign and
"The eastern part of El Paso Coun town is selected as long as some part Balm will relieve the pain? The quick
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop. '
pushing the same with vim, vigor and ty, in common with the entire eastern
affords
which
liniment
relief
this
of New Mexico will be benefitted.
and that regardless of party.
. vitriol,
half of the state, is well adapted to Climatically, the difference between makes rest end sleep possible, and
The Board of Trade of Phoenix will
the cultivation of this grain, and If the the localities of New Mexico is but that alone is worth many times Its
also invite boards of trade, commercial
proves successful It may add mil slight, and be the Sanitarium located cost. Many who have used It hopln
crop
clubs and the leading citizens of the
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Hons of dollars to the agricultural at Las Vegas or at Alamogordo or at only for a short relief from suffering
Territory to meet in the territorial wealth of Colorado. For commercial
have been happily ""surprised to find
Mexico
New
some
or
at
other
Demlng
capital on the same day and to Join
durum wheat Is in every way point, it will prove a great boon to that after awhile the relief became
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
with the two political committees in purposes
Mrs. V. H. Leggett of
to the more familiar varieties suffering mankind. The New Mexican permanent.
equal
iTe-:
adopting a plan to fight a joint state- It make an excellent
TSTasliliigrton. --Zairean. "u.e
grade of flour and In advance congratulates the winner. Yum Yum, Tennessee, TJ. S. A., writes Santa.
hood bill In the Fifty-nint- h
Congress. is said to
from
rheuma
sufferer
am
a
'I
great
to
world
moment
the
yield abundantly.
It is of great
The Dally International-American- ,
"The Department of Agriculture Is that New Mexico Is regarded as the tism, all over from head to foot, and
published at Douglas, In a recent is
wonders In developing the pos most favorable region for the cure of Chamberlain's Pain Balm Is the only
sue has a lengthy editorial on the sub doing
slbllltles of the arid lands of the west, consumption, and the advertisement thing that will relieve the pain." For
Ject, in which It highly approves the and It would be a rash
prophet who alone that Comes to the town selected sale by all druggists.
plan, and in the opening paragraph would
next
the
what
quarter for the location of the Sanitarium
predict
of which it says:
forth. There are should be worth many thousand dol- GIVES HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE,
century
may
bring
"The purpose of this gathering of certain localities
OF SANTA FE.
Herblne Is a boon for sufferers from
which, owing to eleas well to each and every other
prominent citizens of Arizona at the vation or absence of water supply, can lars
Is
blood
use
aneamla.
Its
the
quick
By
town in the Territory.
territorial capital Is for the purpose of never be
ly registered and the color becomes
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
irrigated, but If crops adapt
consultation regarding the threatened ed to
normal. The drooping strength Is re
' JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
can be discovered
RUFUS
J. PALEN, President.
dry
at
farming
On
landed
Sunday,
deImmigrants
to
danger of Joint statehood and
will become highly valu the port of New York alone, at the vived. The languor is diminished
these
lands
HENRY
L.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
President.
Vki
WALDO,
vise the method of Inaugurating a fight
able."
rate of one thousand every hour. If Health, vigor and tone predominate.
Assistant Cashier.
in this territory against the proposiNew life and happy activity results
they are the right kind of stuff fo Mrs.
tion, to Join this territory with New
Belle H. Shirel, Middlesborough,
Mexico Into one state."
THE FEDERAL OFFICIALS OF NEW good American citizens, New Mexico Ills., writes: "I have been troubled
Capital $150,000.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.
might place an order for a week's arThe Arizona people are up on their
MEXICO AND ARIZONA NOT
with liver complaint and poor blood,
as
to
such
lands
take
rivals
up
public
ear and this state of affairs was
IN GREAT DANGER.
or by and have found nothing to benefit me
Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
brought about by the Injudicious, unThe Albuquerque Journal wants the can be reclaimed by pumping
like Herblne. I hope never to be with
on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and colin
of
Colonies
cultivation.
money
action of a few territorial officials of New Mexico and persistent
wise and
I
I
out It
had
have wisLed that
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Joint statehood boomers in Albuquer Arizona removed because they do not dustrious European farmers in every known of It In
my husband's lifetime."
won
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
do
would
New
Mexico
of
county
discretion
who
have
little
que
very
agree with the opinions of that yellow
50c at Fischer Drug Co.
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonoy to all parts of the civilized
and not much political sense, and who sheet on Joint statehood for the two ders In transforming the arid lands Inworld on as liberal terms as are given by any
g
are Interested principally in booming territories. In two recent Issues It ad to blooming gardens.
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
agency,
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
to
was
leave vocates the chopping off of the pollti
Theirs
Albuquerque.
BEST.
VERY
THE
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
At the forthcoming state conven
well alone J
But in order to ad cal heads of these officials because
have been using Chamberlain's
tion In Ohio, the boom of Secretary of ,"I
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
vance their own selfish political and they believe that the
Cough Remedy and want to say It Is
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
real estate boom ends, they Jumped Joint Statehood League" scheme in War Taft for the Presidency in 1908 the best cough medicine I have ever
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is eon- will be launched. However, the boom
and ran where prudent politicians and augurated in Albuquerque
Chubb, a mer
taken," says Geo.
by some needs no formal
the
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De- slstent
for
launching
patriotic citizens would have walked selfish politicians and advocated by
There is uo
sea chant of Harlan, Mich.
boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully so-- f
has
been
the
craft
political
posit
sailing
slowly and carefully. That
as
that yellow sheet is not one that will
question about its being the best,
liclted.
Joint Statehood League" move prove for the best Interests of the right sturdily of late. The Republican it will cure a cough or cold In less
a
do
the
and
nation
might
good time than
ment has stirred them up In Arizona people, but was brought into existence party
treatment.
It
other
any
deal worse than to entrust Judge Taft
and they are in earnest.
should always be kept in the house
simply to serve the purposes and fur- with the
four
for
years
Presidency
If Congress passes a Joint statehood ther the ambitions of a few men In
ready for instant use, for a cold can
bill, and the chances are that it will the Duke City who do not represent
be cured in much less time when
Mr. Bryan has again placed himself
It would be very hard to undo the the people of that town. Therefore,
promptly treated. For sale by all
reasons are obvious
willful mischief and malicious harm the situation has become very serious among the "common people." He has druggists.
why yoc should patronize.
done by the Albuquerque boomers, as for these officials and they had bet- Just purchased another herd of heifers
evidently the single statehood men of ter hasten to resign, else the Journal at five hundred dollars a head. . It is
CURED CONSUMPTION,
Arizona, and according to the hest ac will commence to throw mud at them a well known fact that the "common
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan,
out of one and call them "antiquarian adminis people," family for family, own sev writes: "My husband lay sick for three
counts- they are ninety-fiv- e
eral
heifers.
dollar
hundred citizens, will keep the fight tration almanac" and "blackmailers."
months. The doctors said he had
up from now until the constitution for To oppose the schemes of the little not, they would not be the "common quick consumption.
We procured
n
the joint state shall be submitted for
Joint Statehood League people."
bottle of Ballard's Hcvhound Syrup,
a vote. That this will be very detrl of Albuquerque
and it cured him. Tb was six years
politicians and the
mental to the cause of statehood Journal is high treason on the part of When it comes to drinking, the edi ago and since then w have always
!
tors
of
the
Savannah
newspapers put kept a bottle In the ho-- r.
admits of no doubt except In the self- any one and, If he be an official, he
we
can
satisfied minds and swelled heads of should be punished with immediate de those of New Mexico into the shade. not do without It Fo coughs and
COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL
the Albuquerque Joint statehood boom- capitation; that is, according to the One of the editors in that pretty city colds it has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1
in
solid
the
south
said
edl
ers. .
recently
schemers and their newspaper organ
at Fischer Drug Co.
W. R. PRICE. Prop.
Telephone No. 17.
The chances are, however, that Presi torially: "Our liquor bill is one bil
lion dollars a year."
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SENSIBLE POSITION.
The most successful way of warding
The Roswell Register, published In ter in quite another light and that the
Chicago strikers are better at break off the approach of old age is to main
officials
of
Mexico
New
and
Arizona,
the progressive and wide awake town
ing the heads of Inoffensive people tain a vigorous digestion. This can be
of Roswell and representing the Re- - who are now in office, will not be re than at
breaking injunctions of the done by eating only food suited to
the Journal
. publicans of Chaves County, agrees moved simply because
United States Court. They know the your age and occupation, and when
wants
done.
to
this
be
....
latter can take care of themselves.
i right well with the New Mexican and
any disorder of the stomach appears
... the
Optic upon the statehood ques
257 San Francisco Street.
a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach
take
tlon. .. In a recent editorial the paper
The value of advertising comes at
Governor La Follette, of Wisconsin, and Liver Tablets to correct It. If you
says:
times as a flash of surprise even to a who was
elected to the Uni have a weak stomach or are troubled
'The New Mexican has recently newspaper publisher. It is related of ted States recently
wears his hair a la
Senate,
been admonishing the citizens of Al- Robert Bonner, publisher of the New pompadour. It is no wonder i hat he with indigestion, you will find these
tablets to be Just what you need. For
buquerque and particularly the Albu- York Ledger which made him rich. Is against the railroads.
sale
by all druggists.
querque papers, for their selfish stand that in his early days, when he had
Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
: on the
statehood question, whereby more ambition than money, he sent an Reports from Belgium sta.e that
INVALUABLE
FOR
RHEUMATISM
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
to
the
at
expense eight word advertisement to the New King Leopold, of that country, is now
profit
they expect
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MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
I
been
have
for
the
suffering
past
. of the remainder of the Territory.
York Herald, directing that it be made leading a blameless life. - Very likely few
with a severe attack of
years
a
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Las
long
f The
Vegas Optic
one line local to be Inserted once. He has lost all his teeth and can
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
article on statehood with the follow- Mr. Bonner's handwriting was so bad hardly walk.
Snow Liniment was the only thing
that the advertising bookkeeper, read
ing:
that
gave me satisfaction and tended
now
as
not
Is
hopeless
one page" instead of "one line" and
"The case
Chicago strikes are helping St to alleviate my pains. March 24th,
as It was during the last Congress, to his chagrin, Bonner saw the next Louis. Therefore, the people of the 1902, John C.
Degnan, Kinsman, Tils.
when the whole nation believed for a day that the eight words "Read Mrs. Mound City do not object to strikes in 25c, 50c and 11.00
at Fischer Drag Co.
Southworth's New Story in the Ledg the Windy City.
day that New Mexico had won her
Dealer in
light We merely understand our en--to' er," occupied a whole page instead of
COUGH
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SYRUP.
rarniture.
a
in
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Queemware, Cottlerj1 Tinware
only one line in the Herald. Bonner
a New Mexican "Want Ad."
etny better, and are
S. L. Apple,
' wage a harder, battle. Citizens of Al felt he was bankrupt for he did not Try
Judge, Otta
8tovei and Banges.
wa Co., Kansas, writes: "This is to
buquerque should Join with those of have enough money in his name to
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Household Goods of All liflds Bold 0D
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MAXWELL CaAN-FARIJIG

LAjfDS UJIDE

CLIMATE AND CROPS.
T

Bulletin

IRIGATIOJI SYSTE

These farming lands with perpetual
fered for sale in tracts of forty acres
with perpetual water rights from $17
location. Payments may be made in
grains, fruits of all kinds, and sugar

Issued By the

Weather Bureau,

U.

8.

Local

C. E. Llnney,

Director.

water rights are now being ofand upwards. Price of land
to $25 per acre, according to
ten year installments. Alfalfa,
beets grow to perfection.

Fe, N. M., May 8, 1905.
The temperature of the week averaged nearly 4 degrees dally below
normal. Frost occurred on Wednesday and Thursday morning, light frost
reaching southward In the Pecos Valley to Roswell; little damage, however, resulted. Light scattered show
ers and snow flurries occurred in the
northern counties on Wednesday and
On this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
Thursday, but elsewhere the week was
where
of
Blizabethtown and Baidy,
important
gold mining districts
Moisture, nevertheless, is abunddry.
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
and creeks are full and lit
rivers
ant,
ground may be made under the m ining regulations of the company,
tle or no irrigation Is required.
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government
The soil continues In excellent con
laws.
dition for plowing, seeding, planting
of
the
mines
coal
Near Raton, N. M., on this graut, are located the
and the growth of crops. Practically
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
all available valley land Is being
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
brought under cultivation. The early
farming or prospecting can not bo successfully done.
sown small grain is growing finely.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
In the southern valleys the first cutting of alfalfa is in progress and the
plant is rapidly nearing cutting in all
sections. Range grasses are growing
well and cattle, horses, sheep and
goats are generally In good condition,
only northeast counties reporting adverse conditions, with poor range and
losses of cattle and sheep.
Fruits continue very promising,
33BHHI2S
peaches, cherries, plums,
apricots,
prunes and early apples blooming an I
setting fruit abundantly, little or no
harm apparently resulting from frost
The following notes are taken from
of correspondents:
reports
Meals at all hours. Recular meal 25c. ai meals for $4-Albuquerque J. O. Mora Rather a
hot week, with considerable wind, no
lodging 25c.
Strictly First Class Short Orders Served a la Carte. Meals from 15c
damage to crops. River very high;
up, according to Oi r Bill of Fare.
everything looking nice and green.
Arabela A. M. Richardson FarmG.rjLUPE HERRERA,2 Proprietor
ers about done planting.
Aurora J. C. Lucero Some snow
854 8aa Francisco Street, Next to'Cartwrlgbt Davis Co's Store.
aud high wind the 3rd, also considerable wind balance of week; nights
cool; ground very damp; cattle and
sheep thin; 110 planting in this locality thus far.
Albert H. M. Hanson Week end3
with cooler weather after several day ?
with high winds. Lambing about ti
SUNSHINfc ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
begin, and outlook for grass excellent
& Pacific R. R. and this means much now after stock
Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chicago, Rock Island
Shortest line out of Santa Fe.. or New Mexico, to Chicago, KansaslCltyorSt Lolus has been so weak; cattle generally doing well, though losses still occur;
When you travel take th highest temperature 80 degrees, lowest

GOLD MINES.

The Maxwell

Lap Grajit

Co

KATOV, STEW MEXICO.

C0R0JIAD0 CAFEfrRESTURAJIT

of water In creek and good prospects
for crops.
Galllna O. Chavez
Crops doing
very well; water abundant In this locality.
Gallinas
Springs Frank Clark
Very high winds during week, causing
some damage to fruit trees in bloom;
highest temperature 80 degrees, lowest 40 degrees.
Glencoe
Anna Coe Very large
head of water in river due to melting
snow in mountains.
Hood F. M. Cock
Conditions for
spring grain and alfalfa excellent;
good rain the 3rd ; corn planting pro
gressing; farmers well up with work;
little need of irrigation with present
conditions.
Las Vegas Wm. Curtiss Bailey
High winds first of week, otherwise
weather conditions excellent, the pre
vious week's rain putting ground In
good condition for crops; planting continues; highest temperature 73 de
grees, lowest 35 degrees; sunsnine s
per cent.
E. W. Clapp Recent
Lordsburg
rains have benefited range, stock in
good condition.
Luna J. J. Hale Spring wheat and
oats growing nicely; some high winds.
Laguna Gus Weiss High winds 2d
and 3d, several cold mornings, but n damage; shearing begun and clip will
be in good condition because of rains,
highest temperature 78 degrees, lowest 33 degrees.
Wm. Frank, Sr.
Los Alamos
Windy week, bad for plowing and seed
ing but considerable oats, wheat ani
corn have been put in; alfalfa looking
fine, also grass on range; lambing be
gun and losses reported light, so uow
expect a good lamb crop.
Mesllla Park R. H. Hart First cutting of alfalfa being secured; nearly all
vegetation in full foliage; wheat doing
very well; plowing for corn, sorghum,
cane, etc.
MImbres Chas. Dennis Unless we
get later frosts early fruit will be a
fine crop, damage from previous frosts
was slight; alfalfa doing well, also

The
hort
Lone
El Paso, Mexico and Southwest
THE BEST LINE

Denver, Kansas IGty, Chicago, and all

Eastern Points.

The Only Line to California
Fast Time Magnificent Equipment
for Farther Particulars, Call on
w J. BLACK. G. P. A.,
A. J. BISHOP. Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Topeka, Kas.

0J0 CALIEfJTE i(QT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated

Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test'

i&cated In the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cores attested to
Cliff Dwellers, tw nty-3v- e
miles weat In the following diseases: Paralysis,'
Kl
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright Disease of the

'

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-a neys, Syphilitic ana Mercurial
AJT loStation, on the Denver aad Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, atf
Srande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., eta Boer'
lally line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing f 2.60 per day; $M
The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for BtsU
arhonlo. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate train upon request This resort la at
the year tractive at all seasons, aad is open all
very Jry and delightful
other crops; farmers planting corn; round.
now
is
a
commodious
winter. Passengers for Ojo Call ante
much land planted on mesas this year; hotel for
the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at I a. m.. and
well.
cattle
looking
fine;
grass
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 ; . m. the same
Manuelito W. A. Tarr Showers
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
and snow first of week, last nice and
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For farther
well.
some
stock
doing
warm;
frost;
In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Bering
John W. Corbett
ivlountalnair
Plowing and planting well along; gar
den stuff up, but field crops slow oa
35 degrees; precipitation 0.35.
SAFEST
Mlera Good rain account of cold nights; grass good
Beenham
Frank
BEST,
NEW LINK
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. M
during week; grass growing nicely; range stock Improving; highest temAND
losses of both sheep and cattle consid- perature 82 degrees, lowest 32 degrees.
Rather
John Meeker
Portales
ered stopped; lambing has begun with
SHORTEST
good hope; considerable plowing be- cool week, with frequent high winds;
MANUNACTURBK OF
slow progress along all lines, but on
ing done.
ROAD
F. B. Schermerhorn
Brice
High, the whole exceptionally favorable conDEALER IN
Fine chair cars, elegant drying winds 2d and 3d; highest tem- ditions prevail; range good and stock
exican Filigree
83
de48
lowest
82
temperature
well;
highest
doing
degrees;
Pullmans and Tourist cars, perature
Watches, Clock Jewelry
degrees, lowest 40 degrees; sunshine
grees.
super) dlulng cars.
Chacon E. M. Lucero More snow very large.
and Hand Painted China.
"BEST ON WHEELS."
and quite cool; crops coming up but
Quests A. J. Gomez Wheat, oats
Tickets on sale to Chicago being damaged by cool weather and and grass look good ; very cold rain Repair of Fine Watches and Jewel rv Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
and snow Tuesday; creeks and rivers
Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Kansas City, St. Louis, E high winds.
In ex- very high.
B.
Masten
H.
Chlco
Range
West Side Plaza. Santa Fe, N. M.
Paso and all points East.
Roswell U. S. Weather Burea- ucellent condition, grass growing rapidsell
We also
tickets ly; loss of cattle and sheep still con- Past week favorable for all crops; light
frost morning of 4th did no damage;
tinues, however.
TO EUROPE.
Cimarron Wm. French Oats and highest temperature 86 degrees, lowFresh Fruits in Season!
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
young alfalfa several inches high; est 38 degrees, sunshine about 70 per
cent.
Via the Cunard Steamship grass on ranges showing well.
San Rafael Charles M. Groover-C- old
Cerro E. D. Leon Some crops
Line, the Oi Dominion
and
does not seem to have harmed
hall
winds,
high
and
by
damaged
frost,
Steamship Company,
the North German Llovd alfalfa especially received considerable fruit; alfalfa nipped in spots; early
CONNECTING
sowing done and grain up; gardens
damage by hail.
Line.
first time 5th and 6th; lambC. B. Bosworth Highest
Demlng
San Miguel Sfoet, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
Fast Freight temperature 80 degrees, lowest 34 de- ing begun; no losses reported so far;
GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS
Special
Line arranged Sve to six grees; sunshine large.
highest temperature ,81 degrees, lowCut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations, Floral
Rapid est 29 degrees, rainfall 0.21 Inch.
Estancia P. A. Speckman
days from Chicago, Kansas
ConsiderC. Montoya
Seboyeta
NEW
growth of all plants and crops; plains
City and St. Louis.
Designs. Telephone No. 12, P. 0. Box 457.
becoming very green and stock Im- able wind and cold; alfalfa damaged
gardens and other plants In
proving rapidly; gardens doing nicely,
market.
to
condition;
grass in camps growgood
coming
oarly vegetables
water.
Shortest line to El Paso, Mexico, a nd the southwest. The only first-clas- s
Espanola F. D. McBrlde Rather ing nicely; river has plenty of
and cold week, some thin ice, but apparSanta Fe U. S. Weather Bureau
route to California via Santa Fe Central, El
averSouthern Pacific.
ently no damage to fruit; highest tem- Rather cool week, temperature
perature 76 degrees, lowest 36 de- aging nearly 4 degrees dally below
normal, highest 68 degrees, lowest 32
Close connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN 8TATE LIMITED fast grees, rainfall 0.01.
lav
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Folsom Jackson Tabor Very
degrees; precipitation 0.02 inch.
trains for all points east and west Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library
All Kinds Of Mineral Water, Mail Orders
orable week and all busy; grass get- Plowing and planting progressing favand Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire- with
fruit trees laden
TRY OUR ROUTE.
ting good on range and danger of loss orably;
Promptly Filled. The Trade 8upplled From
of stock passed; alfalfa promises very blooms, no damage resulting from the
One Bottle to a Carload.
S. B. OR I MS HAW.
heavy first cutting; water abundant frost; early sown small grain growing
GUADALUPE STREET. SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO. Phone No. Jl.
for irrigation; fruit will be short, finely; most favorable outlook for
G. F. & P. A
W. H. ANDREWS.
years.
much being damaged by frost
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ALSO HANDLE BOTTLED CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.
Season
Texico A. S. Hcrnbeck Some high
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growing
backward, but outlook for crops very winds; crops coming up
J. A. KNOX,
encouraging; fruit safe so far and e nicely; no rain during week and light
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ing along nicely.
large yield In prospect; alfalfa knee land getting nard; grass excellent
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Cold
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has prepared civil and criminal doek
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light
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for
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than
better
growing
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ets especially for the use of Justices
full and no Irrigation needed thus far, day night, but little damage apparent; cattle doing well. Very little loss from
of the peace. They are especially ruled,
blooms
of
lowin
orchards
profusion
81
apple
degrees,
highest temperature
cold Easter rain; first cutting of alfal- with printed headings, In rlther Span
and fine prospects; early planting
est 32 decrees, rainfall 0.20 inch.
fa will be nearly three weens earlier Ish or English, made of good record
70
Frisco J. R. Mllltean Everything! completed;
highest temperature
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than usual; no fruit
paper, strongly and durably bound wtta
32
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degrees.
weeds
fine;
and
looking
degrees
green, grass
LINNET.
E.
CHARLES
leather back and covers and canvas
Farmers
A.
R.
Carter
Tucumcari
seeding wheat and oats under way;
Director.
Section
comsides; have r. full index In front and
weather good, frequent rains; plenty continue to put in seed; oats, etc.,
the fees of Justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the Brat
Inches.
page. The pages are 10
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separate, of SM
pages each or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 page
civil and 320 pages criminal. To9 Introduce them they are offered at tha'
following low prices:
$4.00
Civil or criminal..
Combination civil and criminal $5.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
off of the stomach by digesting what you eat. There is no need to
docket or 55 cents additional for a
of the contents of a dollar
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wrapper from around the bottle.
Dyspepsia
For ten years I suffered from Dyspepsia snd spent hundreds of dollars
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on this guarantee?
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my
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Address
EAT
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Guarantee
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Cut
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snd
have
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of St. Joseph. Mis
souri, was a business visitor In Santa
Fe today.
I. W. Eldrldge and mother, of Ari
zona, were In the city this morning
en route to Denver.
Ben Weller. representing a soap
manufacturing firm of Denver, called
today on his trade in the Capital City.
H. F. Raynolds, an attorney of Albu
querque, was In the Capital City yesterday and this morning on legal
W. B. Welden

Remarkable
Shoe Store
Why Remarkable
Isn't it
Remarkable
shoe that's desirable
To find a shoe .tore where you can ask for any kind of
and good, and have the salesman say "Here it is?"
new styles?
ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big stock of shining
one store for the
ISN'T IT REMARKABLE that you are able to count on
servbest possible values, the best possible qualities, and the best possible
ice in fitting your foot correctly, stylishly, comfortably?
more
ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a shoe store that never asks you
for a shoe than you are willing to pay?
Lots of other remarkable things about this reliable Shoe Store.
Come and see.

E. E. Ford, traveling salesman from
Kansas City, who has been In the
Capital City on business for several
days, left this morning for Las Vegas

Mrs. L. Fish and two sons, from To
ledo, Ohio, arrived last night from
their home In the east and will spend
the summer at Sunmount Tent City.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Becker and Miss
Minnie Becker, of Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, passed through Santa Fe to
ror a
day on their way to Alamosa
visit.
V. Mnntova. a merchant of Golden,
LOW
was in the city this morning buying
Mr
to reDlenish his stock.
that
Montoya says that every one In that
41 section Is highly elated over the
ns
bright prospects for a successful year
I..,:.,
on that tha mid weather has not
done much injury to the stock in that
If there's anything we're
eXClUGiVe.
section.
,
proud of It's our reputation
Mrs T n. Catron returned Mon
:
for having the latest Ideas
Hnv from a six weeks'
f, V ..
trip through
sfiA fame hv the way of
PiiiMpnio
srfe?
El Paso, where for several days she
thing that goes to make up Mrs
woa the sruest of her sister-in-la;
the toilet of the particular
w n vvaiz. Mrs. Catron extended
man.
hop trin an far north as San Francisco
and on her way home visited friends
In Arizona. She was much benefitted
Just now we are giving particular attention to his hosiery.
by her trip.
on purpose for the
made
and
mining
C r. Brown, the Socorro
new
look
at
patterns
the
and
colorings
Stop
omrtnapr and exnert. arrived in Albu
Oxfords he will soon put on.
querque this morning and will remain
ir, that nitv two or three days, wnne
Gentlemen, come here for splendid hosiery at moderate prices.
there he will communicate the de
grees of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry or ine
of the United
southern lurisdictlon
States to several candidates who have
applied for them.
Mrs .T. Lowitzkl will leave the city
SUCCESSOR TO SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN.
on Sunday morning for an extended
trin through the east. She will stop at
Las Vegas for a day or two, from
where she will go to Chicago. After a
short stay in that city Mrs. LowltzKi
will go to New York City from where
she will sail for Europe about tne nrst
of June. Her destination Is Poland
'
Dealer in New and Second. Hand
nhero she will visit relatives and
friends at her old home.
Colonel John F. Farley, general
acent of the Thlel Detective Service
fVm nonv nf nenvsr. who scent the
last two days in the city, left this af
ternoon for the south. His agency
covers a wide field and he is the su
perintendent for the division operating
in
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada,
Second
Price
Paid
for
Highest Cash
colonel
New Mexico and Arizona.
Hand Goods. New and Second
was chief of police in Denver
Farlev
Hand Goods on Easy Payments.
from 1886 to 1889 and made a fine
record. He was a visitor to the office
PICTURE MOLDING ALL KINDS.
of the Bureau of Immigration and was
furnished with information concerning
Santa Fe, N. M. the
Phone 59.
Territory desired by him and
with copies of the publications of the
bureau, which he says will be or great
use to him in his duties. He has
very soft spot for Santa Fe and will
pay this city a visit quite often here
after.
Judge A. J. Abbott, who has been In
Laguna on official business, returned
to the Capital City yesterday after
noon. Judge Abbott was called to the
Pueblo to investigate charges made
certain Indians, upon which
. against
they were tried, convicted and fined in
a justice of the peace court for the Laguna precinct. After carefully going
over the testimony and complaints the
Judge appealed the case to the Second
Judicial District Court. It was claimed
that these Indians had violated a trespass law. Judge Abbott was observant on his trip and states that he
never before had seen the country
around Laguna so prosperous. The
fruit prospects are the best in the
history of that section and all the
farmers who have land under cultivation are already beginning to take upon themselves a look of prosperity.
Merchants say that this will be one
of the best years they have ever had.
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NATHAN SALMON,

San Francisco St.

Wholesale and Retail.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

Furniture, Queensware.
Tinware, Hardware,
Carpets, Stoves,
Ranges Etc.

t

WALL PAPER.
Our New Stock of Wall Paper
has arrived and is ready for your
inspection. It is the most beautiful line ever shown in Santa Fe.
It will pay you to call and get
first choice. Remarkable prices
prevail.

IM.
III
Mm
Mi

Santa Fe, N. M

228 San Francisco Street.

Cfia Irs

Repairea

MRS. JOHN KOURY

oh Mrs. E. C. Rlddley

at

SHOES AND DRY GOODS.

103 Guada-

lupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

SELLING CHEAP

DjreDand's
A

MERCHANDISE, BOOTS,

These

Seligman Bros

j

!

-

president, Dr. Edwin B. Shaw of Las
of
Vegas, was given. General order
was
and
taken
up
was
then
business
followed by the reading of scientific
papers. This afternoon the papers
were continued and tnis evening ai
s o'clock the annual dinner will be
held at the Castaneda Hotel. Thurs
day morning at 9 o'clock the balance
of the papers will be presented and
at 11 o'clock the members of the socie
ty will be driven to Romero Rancn,
where luncheon will be served.
The nrotrram of papers includes
several very interesting topics and the
meeting will be one that will be of the
utmost interest to the fraternity in tne
There was a good attendTerritory.
ance of physicians at the opening ses
sions.
ROSWELL SCHOOL TEACHERS
FOR THE COMING YEAR.
The school board of Roswell has
elected the teachers for the ensuing
year for the schools in that city. All
the old teachers who applied for re
election were accepted. Professor C.
t
D. Thompson will be the superintend-oufit ii salary of $1,260 a year and
Professor James M. Powell will be the
principal of the high school at a sal
nrv of 100 a month. There are elgh
teen teachers at salaries ranging from
$60 to $80 a month.

Arrival of a New
and
Line of Muslin
Up-to-Da-

te

Underwear.
The Lowest
Priced House in
the City for Fine
Goods.

rCr Half a
Century the
l eading Dry

5

Goods House
of the City.
Phone 36.

P. O. Box 219.

MeBflWBsBsBs.BeisH

ELECTS TEACHERS
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
The following teachers have been
elected for the ensuing year at the Raton public schools: Miss S. I. Kettle,
Miss Ann Embry Burnam, Miss Lena
T ench
mIbs Diana Bovier. Mrs. A. A.
Dyer, Miss Ethel Vaught, Miss Mabel
Benfer, Miss Emily schwachhelm, Mrs.
Jennie Bennett, Mrs. Neville Conn,
Miss Osceola Glass, Miss Mary Anderson, Miss Juanita Adams of Gallup
and Miss Benthusen of Savannah, 111.

m.

OTTO RETSCH, Propr.

The Plaza Restaurant
Situated

In

the Catron Block.

WEEKLY TABLE BOARD $4.50. MEALTICKET,
REGULAR MEALS 35 CENTS.

SHOEMAKER CANON GRADE
BEING RAPIDLY CHANGED.
The work on the grade of the Santa
Fe Railway between Shoemaker and
Watrous will be completed by the first
of August. About three and a half
miles of the total seven Is being blasted out of the solid rock in the hill
above Shoemaker Canon. When completed the line will cross the Mora
Rivw but once instead of three times
as oii the present track.

21 MEALS,

Sho t Ot det s
JAXjILi KOTJIES OIF1

A-X-

1

$6.00.

.

JDJIZT

Strictly Metropolitan Bill of Fare
Fresh Ranch Butter and Eggs Served Only
Ice Cream Wednesdays

MINNESOTA MAN BUYS
NEW MEXICO CATTLE.
While visiting his nephew, George
H. Webster, Jr., at the Vineyard Stock
Farm near Carlsbad last week, Douglas Webster, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
purchased 1,500 head of
steers to be shipped to his ranch in
South Dakota. He also contracted for
a good sized bunch of three and four
year olds to be delivered later in the
season.

and Sundays.

BANQUET FOR PRIVATE PARTIES CAN BE SERVED ON SHORT
NOTICE.
FRESH BUTTERMILK

d

DAILY.

Low Rate Spring Trips
To Sunny California

CONSTIPATION
For over nine years I suffered with chronic constipation and during this time I hud to take an
Injection of warm water once every 24 honra before
I could hare an action on
bowels. Happily I
tried Cascarets, and todaymyI am a well
man.
Purine the nine years before I used Cascarets I
suffered antotd
with Internal piles. Thanks
to you 1 am free misery
from all that this morning. Yoa
(an use this iu behalf ofB.suffering humanity."
F. Fisher, Roanoke, IU.

Yoa can go to California
any day between March
J st
and May J 5th for
$25.00, a little more than

jt

half fare one way.

All the way

CANDY CATHARTIC

H. S. Lull, Ticket Agent
T. 4. S. F. Ry.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A.

Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
..Pleasant,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, Sic, Me. Nerer
aold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped OOO.

Travel comfortably in tourist
Pullman or chair car
Anunusual oppurtunity to
spect California farm lands.

in-

Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
.

Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y.

603

1KXUIL SALE, TEN KILUON BOXES

THE OLD CURIO STORE iSZSSSl

H. S. DU VAL, E. C.
Bonded Civil Engineer.
S. Society of Civil Engineers.
Ten Years State Engineer of Florida
Over Railroad Construction.

Hon. H. C. Crawford, Sec. State to
I. Sparks, of Santa Fe:
It has been my pleasure to kno
Capt. H. S. DuVal for more than 20
years as a man of unblemished character, standing a1 the head of his prothree fession in this state as a civil

Wholesale and Betail Dealer la

Indian and Fexican Curios

Is
.

t.

i

stead.
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Our stock Is the largest In the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money
after you have visited other stores and obtained
orlees, call on ns and get our p"0

are here to stay. We are not closing on
bat
Increasing: it every day. This is the
stock,
oldest established native carlo store in Santa Fe.
COX 349 We like the easiness and yon wUl always find as at
the OLD STAND ready to please yoa.

on

g

pir
Blood Purifier

We

Wi

ed

5

General System Builder, a Perfect
What you need at this Season of the Year

ERELAMD'S PIEAMIAC!?
v

Co.

Announces the

RATON

The 5owels

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

Society

men are charged with the attempted
robbery of a passenger train on the
Rock Island near Logan in June of last
Mr. DuVal is prepared lo Install city
year, in which attempt the express
car was blown up with dynamite but water and sewer works. Surveying,
no booty was secured and no lives irrigation and the location of home

lost

Established

this morning began a two days' meetwas
ing in Las Vegas. Registration
mnrte nt 8:30 this morning and at 10
o'clock the meeting was called to order by the president. Rev. Norman
Skinner gave the invocation and Mayor F. E. Olney delivered the address of
welcome. Dr. J. F. Pearce or aidusoquerque responded n behalf of tne
of the
address
which
the
after
ciety,

In U. S. Court for the Fourth Judicial District before Chief Justice W. J.
Mills at Las Vegas on Tuesday, the
case against John and James Black
and John Murphy was postponed until
Friday, on account of the absence of

necessary witnesses.

GENERAL
If you have any chair to cane, call

TRAIN ROBBERY CASE
POSTPONED TO FRIDAY.

Medical

t

com.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, May JO, 905.
evening over the Santa

MOB

Fifty Years the Standard

CITY TOPICS

Call up 'phone No. 40, when you
want nnvthlnir in the erocery line.
Winter Grocery Company.
The Winter Grocery Company keeps
a fresh supply of first class groceries
and nrnvisions

at all times. 'Phone

No. 40.

Secure tickets for the Elks' show at
Fischer's Drug Store today. The seats
are going rapidly. Prices are $1, 75
and 50 cents.
Postmaster N. S. Walpole, who has
been at the hospital in Pueblo for

some time suffering from appendicitis,
is reported as improving.
The Santa Fe Water and Light Company Is this week laying three inch
pipes to St. Catherine's School in order to supply that institution with

water.

A. C. Decker, of Madrid, has sent his
resignation as a Justice of the peace
to Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo. Mr.
Decker's reasons for resigning are
that he will leave this part of the Ter-

BMW

mkmm
torn

mm cream of
farter derived frosi grapes.
l

pr'ck baxino. powder co.
Chicago.

Fe

Central

Railway from Alamogordo.
There was considerable excitement
caused last evening over the supposed
loss of the two-yea-r
old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Juan Sisneros. The little
fellow had been sent to take the bur
ros to the arroyos above town and he
did not come home. The parents be
came alarmed and as the afternoon
and evening wore on without any trace
of him, a searching party was organized to hunt through the canons and
arroyos. After searching for some
time news was received that the little
one was sound asleep at a neighbor's
house. The woman had seen him
with the burros and had taken him
into her home where he promptly went
to sleep, having been tired out by his
walk.
The northern portion of New Mexi
co is to have showers tonight and
Thursday and will be colder and with
frosts in the higher portions. In the
south part of the Territory the weath
er will be fair tonight and tomorrow
In Colorado the weather will be cold
er all over the state and with freezing
weather in the south tonight. The
maximum temperature recorded by the
Weather Bureau at Santa Fe yester
day was 56 degrees at 3:30 o'clock In
the afternoon and the minimum was
3.9 at 4:50 in the
morning. The mean
for the day was 48. There was .04 of
an inch of rainfall and the relative
humidity was 40 per cent. The tem
perature at 6 o'clock this morning was
38 degrees.

We W

ft

price. Our stock of Chairs will be unusually attractive. Come early and select something new
and serviceable for your hone W e will be pleased to show you our line of goods,
Take a look at our line of REFRIGERATORS.
We have both the enamel and zinc
lined boxes, and our prices are right.
We are well stocked in all de
partments and we have prices that
will move the goods. Don't miss this opportunity.
In our next change of ad we will advertise our new Rotary Washer-Ch- ild's
play to do washing with this

machine.

San

-

ywers

tried Sarsaparilla. The
that makes rich, red blood;
strengthens the nerves; builds

Sarsapa-rill- a

jjjtheholevstenrljre

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
invitation it extended to any white merchant outside of New York
City, or their representative, whose name appears In Bradstreet's or Dunn's
Commercial Agency Book, to accept the hospitality of our Hotel for three
days without charge.. Usual rates, apartment with private bath, t&OO per
day and up, without meals.. Parlor, Bedroom and private bath, $35.00 per
week and up, with meals for two.New York merchants and editors are
requested to call the attention of their out of town buyers and subscribers
to this advertisement.
An

GALLATIN HOTEL
70

W, 46th St, New York

Ti? el a,

ffl--
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City,

dispatch to the El Paso papers
from Alamogordo says:
"Dr. Francis E. Smiley has closed
his labors with the united churches.
The meetings grew In Interest and attendance until the largest auditorium
in the city would not accommodate the
crowds. Sunday afternoon the service
was held at the park to accommodate
the large number of people and at the
evening service many men who could
not gain admittance stood around the
open windows of the Baptist Church
to listen to the speaking and the
singing. The past week Dr. Smiley
has given the right hand of fellowship
to 140 converts. Dr. Smiley and his
singer, W. P. Hanson, go from Alamogordo to Santa Fe this evening to
hold a series of revival meetings. A
reception will be tendered them this
evening at the home of Rev. and Mrs.
A

Learn Stenography

s Beng-oi-

lmm

Cr

Co.,

Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Float Hay and Grain
We are Now Receiving Arkansas
Strawberries Every Other Day.

Asparagus and Other Fresh Vegetables From Wielandy's
Garden Every Day.

r

Papers

Daily

ALL PERIODICALS

.

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. JACOB WELTMER . .
veara' Experience.

Telephone

Office

J. L.

1

12C

at Exchange 8tables

VAJi ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage
Peed Stable In Connection.

ENTRANCE OPP08ITE P. WUNSCHMANN A CO.'S OFFICE.

dated

the Stenography Class. Benn
Pitman system taught. For terms,
In

etc, call on or address Mrs. Robert
Montoya, City.

FIRE

WflTCH

P. F. HANLEY
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

BMP

OUR SPECIALTY.

Imported and Native Wines tor Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer,
Guck-enbeim-

er

Rye, Taylor and Faxton, Old Jordan and Mono,
gram, Ky , Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE

We Also Repair
JEWELRY, GRAPH0PH0NE8, MUSIC BOXES, MACHINES, ETC

8.

fe. D. SEARS, 302 San PrancTseo

St

New Mexican Advertising Pays

Witch Hasel Cse&

Keeps the Skin Smooth and White, Keeps the
Skin free from Sunburn Freckles and Black heads
-

I

A few more pupils can be accommo

--

P. Conklln.1

Telephone No. 26.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IM

.

Sarsaparilla.
tors barsaparilla. The tested and

Francisco-Street- .

H. S.

o

J

Have on display next week
a car load of Furniture at
our ware room, on tbe second floor, a new line of
goods from Eastern manu-

facturers that will interest
you. both as to quality and

trial. Although the prices have been
reduced the
of the
greatly
There are 1,800 loaded freight cars viands will remain as itquality
has always
on the Santa Fe between Las Vegas been the
very best.
and La Junta. All available engines
The city sprinkling wagon should
are being sent to this division and the
have been doing duty all these windy
blockade will be lifted as soon as
days. This morning the dust was very
bad and
received the full
More
trees should be planted benefit. pedestrians
The sprinkling wagon would
before
hot
the
the
throughout
city
have been a material aid and
prop
weather sets In. Plenty of shade er authorities should see that the
BOB'S UNCLE FROM JAPAN.
It is on
makes the city more comfortable and
made
hereafter.
its
It
duty
appear
more attractive, besides increasing ance
after 1 o'clock. Better late than The Laughable and Interesting Come
the value of property.
dy to Be Presented By Elks on
never.
The Elks will hold their regular
Thursday and Friday Nights.
Charles Wagner is making extensive
meeting tonight at Elks' Hall. The Improvements
on his property at 30
Tickets for the Elks' comedy which
petitions of several candidates for wesi water street. The rooms are
will
be presented for the first time at
to
are
be
acted
and
upon
membership
and painted the
being cleaned,
house tomorrow night are
all members are requested to be on New windows
opera
and doors are being put
and the promise
hand promptly at 8 o'clock.
selling
rapidly
In and the place receiving a general
Nathan Salmon, the progressive renovating. Mr. Wagner will furnish that the house will be crowded. The
merchant, has a change of advertise two first class undertaking parlors performance will be repeated on Frl
SPRING CATARRH.
ment in this issue in which he talks and will devote this building to the day night and seats for this perform
ance
are
also
al
selling very rapidly
about shoes and hosiery. His talk is undertaking business.
Weather Causes Disease.
ready. Following 1b the cast of char Changeable
an interesting one and his goods and
and Cure Catarrh.
Breathe
The Santa Fe Hardware and Supply acters as
Hyomel
wm
the
upon
appear
they
prices are even more so.
Company will next week have on dis stage amidst the new and beautiful
Brick for the new high school play a carload of fine furniture, bought scenery which has been
The changeable weather of spring,
purchased es
building was hauled to the grounds to from eastern manufacturers.
The pecially for t a play:
with its warm days and cold nights, 1b
day. The contractor says that as soon goods are all new and of the latest Obadlah Dawson (Bob's Uncle from responsible for a great increase in the
as he can get bricklayers here that patterns and among the lot can be
Frank Owen number of cases of catarrh. It is now
Japan)
work will commence and the building found Just the article which may be
that Hyomel, the only guaranteed
of Clarice)
Dalroy
(Father
will be completed as soon as possible, needed in the home. Read the change
Dr. James A. Massie treatment for catarrh that cures with
The show to be given by the Elks of advertisement of this company in Timothy Tolnian ("T Sir.")
out stomach dosing, should be used in
at the opera house tomorrow and Frl regard to the new goods and then go
Edward Ehle every home.
For more than a century physi
day nights is for the benefit of the around to the store next week and Hobson (from Cafe Glorlanna) ....
new opera house fund and should be give them a personal Inspection.
... Norman Landon King, cians have been sending persons sufThe cause
very liberally patronized.
The Woman's Board of Trade has Captain Robert Rackett (N. O.)
fering from catarrh to Egypt, Colois a good one, as Santa Fe is in sad decided to hold its annual "festival
Edwin S. Andrews rado, or Australia, where the pure,
need of a decent play house.
on the 20th of June this year. Every Mrs. Tolnian (Who has a Temper). .
healing air would cure the disease.!
For one person who could take this
. . . Mrs. Samuel Gray Cartwright
Train No. 10 on the Santa Fe from effort will be put forth to make the
trip, thousands have been compelled
the south was on time today. No. 2, affair as successful as the previous Katie (Mlschievious Maid)
Miss Hortense McKenzie to stay at home and continue their
the train from the west, was delayed ones have always been and an enjoy
dally toil. To these sufferers who
by soft tracks and will not arrive un- able occasion to everybody. Any do Clarice (Robert's Wife)
... ... Mrs. Norman Landon King could not change their climatic conditil about 7:30 this evening. The San nations to the "rummage table" may
The synopsis of the three acts is as tions, we oiler Hyomel, a method by
ta Fe Central, owing to a necessary be left wiih the librarian on library
which pure air Impregnated with Na
wait on connections at Torrance, will days and nuch donations are earnestly follows:
ture's own remedies for the cure of
1.
Act.
on
A
the
in
furnl
6:30.
about
breezy morning
get
requested. Clothing, pictures,
catarrh, can be inhaled by every sufture, etc., will be greatly appreciated. Hudson HOT.
The funeral of Mrs. Francisco
ferer In his or her home. Breathed
F. L. Fiazler brought to the office
Scene, Home of Timothy Tolman
de Rodriguez, who died of pneumonia Monday afternoon, was held this morning a small twig from an ap Mrs. Tolman shows her temper Dal through the neat pocket inhaler that
this morning at the Cathedral at 7 pie tree which was laden with full roy (fathe r of Clarice) talks too comes with every outfit. Its healing,
returns Tim volatile, antiseptic fragrance reaches
Uncle
o'clock and the remains were interred blown blossoms. He says that he has much Bob's
the lungs and air passages as no
133 fruit trees, all bearing, at his lakes Clarice to New York.
conIn Rosario Cemetery.
A large
stomach
2.
one
one
home
How
at
Act
Manhattan
East
dosing possible can do. It
Sll
Avenue,
yarn
requires
course of relatives and friends folThere are apple, prune, apricot, cher- more HOTTER Tim returns from gives immediate relief and makes last
lowed the remains to the grave.
trees among the number the city Oh, "What a Time" Mrs. ing cures.
The crossing at the northeast corner ry and plum
The complete outfit, consisting of
and all of them are full of blooms and Tolman forgives her husband Hobwas
This
of the Plaza
laid today.
have not been injured by the cold . or son brings home Tim's coat Bob the Inhaler, medicine
dropper, and
makes four crossings now around the
bottle of Hyomel, costs only one dol
frost. Mr. Frazler believes that the wants to know where his wife is
Plaza and the other two will be put
fruit crop tins season will be the Clarice Is punishing Bob and gets re lar, and extra bottles of Hyomel, if
in this week. All of them, except the
It has been In several venge Bob wants to whip Tim.
needed, can be procured for fifty cents
one at the southwest corner, are heaviest that
Proof that the Hyomel treatment
Act 3. Dance or you die HOT
years.
raised high enough above the street
will
do all that is claimed for it is
made
have
Bob
Tim
TEST
and
up
This
in
the
evening
Presbyterian
level to be of use In bad weather.
Church will begin the series of evan Obadlah gets even with Bob Clarice found in the guarantee under which A.
The members of Carleton Post, G.
Ireland sells it an agreement to
Rev. Francis E. gets revenge on Uncle Obadlah Mrs.
A. R., of Santa Fe, are very enthus- gelistlc meetings by
home
to
back the price, if the purchaser
leave
but
learns
Tolman
pay
going
D.
D., and W. P. Hanson. OthSmiley,
iastic over the treatment they received er
will be held at St. John's the truth and asks Bob and Clarice can say that Hyomel has not given
services
at the hands of the members of the Methodist
Everything Is well that satisfaction.
Episcopal Church and ar forgiveness
Grand Army at Albuquerque. They
are
made to hold a ends well.
rangements
being
also speak most highly of the kindness
During the first act Miss Emily
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
number of meetings at the court house
and hospitality shown them by the la- and
one or two out of door Walter will sing "Good Bye, Sweet
at
least
The Legislative Manual for 1905, 01
dles of the Relief Corps and the ladies
meetings in the Plaza. Of course, the Day." F. R, Stevenson will sing Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
of the G. A. R.
public Is cordially invited for the aim Timothy's favorite song in the second and official compendium of value to
The Bon Ton Restaurant has placed of these meetings is to reach every act. Morrison's orchestra will render every business man and officer and of
orders for a new bill of fare in which one. There will be good music at all appropriate music during the evening. Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price 11.60. Address the New Mexi
prices have been materially reduced. the services by a special choir and Mr.
HELD SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS. can Printing Company, Santa Fe.
.When in search of a good short order Hanson who is a fine soloist Messrs.
lunch or meal give the Bon Ton a Smiley and Hanson will arrive this
One Hundred and Forty Converts
A "WANT AD" will bring results.
Were Made at Alamogordo By
Rev. Francis E. Smiley.
The doc
ritory.
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From present Indications the new
Attorney at Law.
iron bridge on Fourth Street in Spring
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er, over the Cimarron River, will soon
Sua Muu Tut Wed Thar Frl Ht
be over a dry arrovo. as the river
Attorney at Law,
channel.
1
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1
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above the bridge so as to confine the
Attorney at Law,
waters to their present course.
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13 84
Phone 66.
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The high waters damaged the crib
9
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The worst disease the world has ever known, and the greatest dam at Avalon, above Carlsbad, but
BENJAMIN M. REAL,
is
men
of
a
force
and
not
seriously,
Attorney at Law,
scourge to the human race, is Contagious Blood Poison. One drop of
at work making repairs. Had the
- New Mexico.
Santa
Fe,
the virus of this loathsome disease will pollute and vitiate the purest now
on account of high water
Interruption
Palace Ave.
Block.
Sena
and healthiest blood, and within a short time after the first little sore not come, the contractors state that Office,
out by now water would have been runthe system is filled with the awful
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
poison ; the skin ,1breaks
appears
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
.
1
a nine in the canals. As it is there is
i
11.1
ana
to
tne
tnroat
ot
at
the groins Degm
Law,
Attorney
in a red rash, the glands
swell,
definite as to when the water
MASONIC.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
mouth become ulcerated, the hair and eyebrows drop out. and often the nothing
can be turned in.
Dona
for
District Attorney
An,
entire surface of the body is covered with copper-colore- d
splotches, pus
Montezuma Lodge No.
Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun
Otero,
sickeninef-lookina
g
sores and abscesses. Many
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION. ties Third Judicial District.
1, A. F. and A. M.
tular eruptions and
of New Mexico, Office of
Regular communicaman has been cut down in the prime of life, or his health so impaired by this vile disease Territory
the Secretary. Certificate of Compa
tion first Monday of
CHAS. F. E SLEY,
that usefulness is destroyed, and he becomes a burden to himself and an object of pity to rison.
each month at Masonic
General.)
Surveyor
(Late
the rest of mankind. Contagious Blood Poison is the most annoying, humiliating and I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
at Law,
Attorney
at 7:30 p. m.
Hall,
all diseases. It is as treacherous and elusive as the serpent. Under the Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
New Mexico.
Santa Fe.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M
was
for
filed
record
there
that
certify
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
on Land and Mining Business a Specialty
mercury and potash treatment all
am oompelled by a sense of gratitude to te" in this office at 4 o clock p. m.,
I
A. D. 1905, Arti
external evidences of it may disapyou of the great good your remedy nas done the 6th day of May, of
E. C. ABBOTT,
Sunta Fe Chapter No. 1
the Winter
be
me. Among other symptoms I was severely cles of Incorporation
victim
and
the
misled,
at Law,
pear,
R. A. M. Regular con
Attorney
almost
and
afflicted
with
3981),
(No.
got
Rheumatism,
past
Company,
Grocery
Practices In the District and 3u
vocation second Monday
buoyed up by false hopes of a cure,
going. The disease got a firm hold upon my and also, that I have compared the folin each month at Mason
system; my blood was thoroughly poisoned lowing copy of the same with the preme Courts. Prompt and careful atwhile the disease may even then
with the virus, as oharaoterized by the usual
de- tention given to all business.
Ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
on
now
and
file,
thereof
original
have fastened its fangs in some
symptoms. I lost In weight, was run down,
District Attorney f- -r the Counties of
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P
had sore throat, eruptions, splotohes and other clare it to be a correct transcript
vital snot within the system, where
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Given under my hand and the great luan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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shape when I began S. B. 8.. but the persistent
use of it brought me out of my trouble, safe and seal of the Territory of New Mexico
Eanta Fe Commandery No.
seen. Mercury has arrayed against
sound, and I have the oourage to puouoiy tes at the city of Santa Fe, the Capital,
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W. R. PRICE, E. .
"Mining CaseB and Mineral Patents a
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W. E. GRIFFIN, R border.
Specialty."
and their systems saturated with no matter how severe the case may be.
Secretary of New Mexico.
New Mexico.
JAMES OUBRAN.
Las Cruces
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these powerful drugs, only to be Greensburg, Pa., June 16, 1903.
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after.
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for the Dumose of forming a the Supreme Court of the Territory, ter Street. Visiting Knightf given i
as any signs of Contagious Blood Poison remain there is danger of infection. Safety lies in nether
under the laws of the Ter also before the United Stat3 Supreme cordial welcome.
and no remedy corporation
FREDERICK SIEGNER, C. C.
crushing out the life of this loathsome disease and killing the serpent, antidote
ritory of New Mexico, and therefore Court In Washington. Albuquerque,
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J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
for this certify and declare:
is an
known does this so thoroughly and permanently as S. S. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
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the blood and contaminates all
peculiar virus that spreads through the system, defiles
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guaranteed entirely vegetable, and we offer $1,000 for proof
II.
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holds Its regular session on the second
that it is not just as we represent it to be. It leaves no That its capital stock shall be Three ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe,
and fourth Wednesdays oi each month.
after-effect-s,
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Dollars
Thousand
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bad
G. W. PRICHARD,
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That the purposes and objects there beforegives
Territorial
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Supreme Court.
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and
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Office Capitol Building, Santa Fe, N.M.
an, excellent tonic and appetizer and helpful in restoring strength and activity to all parts of
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deal
of the system. Kill the serpent, crush out its life, or you are apt to feel the bad effects of goods, wares and merchandise, at
Santa Fe Lodge No. 269, Fraternal
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Union of America
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Fraternal Master
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BRIEF BITS OF
That its principal office and place of Deming
Secretary.
District Attorney, Luna County.
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA. Treasurer.
NEW MEXICO NEWS. business in New Mexico shall for the
present be at No. 202 San Francisco
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of
New
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Fe,
Territory
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Eddy County by Sheriff
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to that done in any ot the large
equal
and the agent resident thereat upon
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Osteopath.
whom
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in
suits
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moveSmith is heading a
process may
Mail Order ;lven Prompt Attention. Send.forJCatalogue.
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
work we turn out Try our work once
ment to construct a cattle dipping against the company shal be Thomas
treats acute and chronic and you will certainly come again. We
Successfully
Z.
Winter.
of
Carlsbad.
north
plant just
diseases without drugs or
have all the facINtles for turning out
V.
The city schools of Carlsbad closed
medicines.
every class of work, including one of
That the stock of said corporation
this week. The commencement exerNo charge for consultation.
best binderies In the west
the
has
as
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follows
for
cises of the schools will be held on
5
156
m.
Hours:
'Phone
m.,
p.
Thomas Z. Winter, one (1) share;
May lGth.
The people of Portales are still Rovena L. Winter, twenty-eigh- t
(28)
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Dentists.
and Ernst A. Mecke, one (1)
shares
water
for
artesian
and
firmly
hunting
KOSWKLL, NEW MEXICO.
THE
is
which
shares
believe that their efforts will meet share,
1
Thirty
DR. C. N. LORD,
MUTUAL
the amount of capital with which said Office, Kahn Block, over
BUILDING
with success.
mexico
Spitz' Jewelry
The Eddy County Hospital Assocla company will commence business;
LOAN
ASSOCIATION
Store, South Side o. Plaza.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
VI.
tion has named Wednesday, May 31st,
SHMSaSMiaaMallM
Will assist yon to
as the day for commemorating the or
That the term of the existence of
81X MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Col
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
!
the
said
shall
be
of
its
Your Own
Own
ganization
fifty
corporation
society.
leges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comThe
Pecos
years.
Association
Water
Users'
stuara-heatewatr-workJAY
all conveniences.
Be your own landlord. Pay your
TURLEY,
plete;
baths,
VIL
will hold a meeting at Carlsbad on
Civil Engineer aad Surveyor,
rent into the Building A Loan
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session Is
the
man
That
who
directors
shall
Thursday, May 11th, for the election
W rn a Specialty
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
Irrigation
Association
and thus pay for your
of a new board of directors.
age the affairs of the same for the first
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyor
ROSWBLL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
home.
The first marriage license to be tak three months or until their successors
Santa Fe, N. M.
en out in Chaves County under the are elected and qualified shall be the
h
The Association has ou hand money!
W.
M.
C.
R.
S.
I
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa,
Lea
Reed,
Hamilton, J.
new law was issued last week to Ance afore-nameIncorporators.
G. A. COLLINS,
to loan on desirable property.
and E. A. Cahoon
I
VIII.
Banta and Miss Midian Wilson.
Civil and Irrigation Engineer,
For particulars call on y address!
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILISON, Supt.
Mrs.
Walter Chlssum,
Worthy I That the Board of Directors shall
Surveying and Mapping.
the
Grand Matron of the Order of East- - have the power to make, alter and
secretary,
Estimates Furnished.
ern star for New Mexico, is now amend or rescind
R. J. CRICHTON,
and a ma 250 San Francisco St Santa Fe, N. M
SANTA FK. N. U .
QEIFF1N BLOCK,
making a tour of the various chapters I jorlty thereof shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business,
in the Territory.
Architects.
New sidetracks are to be put in at I and they may appoint a Board of Trus
Texlco to make storage room for the tees in their name to conduct the busi
HOLT A HOLT.
material to be used on the Belen cut ness of the said concern or any part of
Architects and Civil Engineers,
off. A carload of cross ties arrived the said business.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
For Your
IX.
last week to be used on the side
nd construction work of all kinds
That all elections shall be conduct olanned and superintended. Office,
tracks
LIFE, ACCIDENT or
s
The walls of the plant of the CIti ed as the
Vfontoya Bulliiag, Plaza, Las Vegas
may prescribe.
HEALTH
Insurance
In witness whereof we have here Phone 4.
zens' Gas, Heat, Light and Power
Tour
Company at Roswell are now complet unto set our hands this 6th day of
VERE
ed and the work will be pushed as I May, 1905.
WALLINOFORD,
SURETY of COURT
Architect.
THOMAS Z. WINTER,
rapidly as the weather will permit un- - (Signed)
til It is entirely finished.
ROVENA L. WINTER,
ttrst National Back Block,
BONDS,
S BIG DAYS OF FUN HMD FROLIG
6
A ferry boat will be built at the I
ERNST A. MECKE.
Albnanerqne, N.
As
well as Your
crossing on Red River six miles north I Territory of New Mexico,
I
boat
built
will
FIRE
be
of Springer.
The
INSURANCE
R. M. NAKE,
County of Santa Fe, ss.
Architect and Builder.
by popular subscription and will be I On this 6th day of May, 1905, before
used by the people of that district I me personally appeared Thomas Z. Santa Fe
New Mexico
Go to . . .
I
when the river is too high to ford.
Winter, Rovena Winter and Ernst A
THE HANNA & SPENCER
I
W. R. Slinkard, of the Stinkard Mecke to me well known to be the
It is an admitted fact that real es
All
I same
in
has
Construction Company,
By
INSURANCE AGENCY
persons described In and who tate, financial men and merchants all
brought
twenty colored laborers to work on the I executed the foregoing instrument and say that quickest and best results are
'Phone No. 66. .
Hondo Reservoir near Roswell. He I acknowledged to me tnai they execut obtained
In the "New
Cor. Washington snd Palace Avennes
was unable to obtain laborers in tnatied the same as their free act and Mexican." by advertising
j vicinity
and had to go to Dallas, Tex., I deed.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
for the men.
On May 20th the corner stone of I set my hand and noiarial seal the day
the handsome new public school build- - and year in this certificate first writ
It is an admitted (act that real es
CONSISTING OF
AND
LUNGS tate,
ing at Las Cruces will be laid. The ten.
financial men and merchants all
Masonic Loage win nave cnarge or n seal)
JAMES L. READ,
that
say
quickest and best results are
10-Newa- nd
w
0
the ceremony and all business houses I
Notary Public
obtained by advertising In (he "New
will close their doors for the occasion.!
Endorsed: No. 3981. Cor. Rec'd.
Mexican."
The new building will cost over $15,-- Vol. 5, Page 323. Articles of Incor
3-N- ew
3
000.
poration Winter Grocery Company.
A CONSIDERATION.
Richard Thorne of Carlsbad and I Piled in office of Secretary of New
A consideration of the fact that all
rOMSUMPTION
Pries
M,8S Mary Wallace of Chattanooga, Mexico May 6 1905, 4 p. m
who want a first-clas- s
0U6HS aid
FOR
meal on shor
60c ft $1.00
I
J. W. Raynolds, Secretary.
Tennessee, were married on Tuesday, I
)LDS
Free Trial.
order, go to the Bon Ton, will furnish
May 9th, at the borne of the bride s
and
Sorest and Quick eat Core for all ayoucallfood for thought beforehand
parent in the latter city. The groom
Headquarters for wedding cards THROAT
house will tarat
that
popular
and
LUNC
TROUBis the manager of the Ullery Furni and announcements, at the New Mex- nish food (or the Inner man. A fine
LES, or KOVXT BACK.
ture Company In Carlsbad and the I lean Printing Company, Santa, Fe.
meal (or 25 cents.
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ARTICLES

OF

INCORPORATION.

Territory of New Mexico, Office of the
Secretary. Certificate of Compari

Can be obtained at the

son.

COAL
OJLXTJXj
CERRILLOS and MONERO

7

me
personally
appeared Ishmael
Sparks, Harvie DuVal, Morton C. Miller, John Howard Vaughn, Hiram B.
Cartwright and Alois B. Renehan to
me well known to be the same persons . described in and who executed
the foregoing Instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed
the same as their free act and deed
for the uses and purposes therein ex
pressed.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and notarial seal the day
and year In this certificate first above
written.
ROMAN L. BACA,
(Signed)
Notary Public, (Seal)

Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and retail. We want to in this office at 3 o'clock p. m., on
call your attention to the superior quality of our LUMP COAL, which is the 6th day of May, A. D- - 1905, Art!
cles of Incorporation of Western Par
screened, free from dirt and bone.
ent Crude Rubber Company, (No.3979),
CORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
All orders will receive prompt an d careful attention. Office: Garfield and also, that I have compared the fol
lowing copy of the same with the
Avenue, near A. T. & S. F. Depot, 'Phone No. 85, Santa Fe, N. M.
original thereof now on file, and de
clare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the great
seal of the Territory of New Mexico
No. 3979. Cor.
Endorsed:
Rec'd.
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, Vol.
5, Page 323. Articles of Incorpor
on this sixth day of May. A. D,
ation Western Parent Crude Rubber
1905.

n
u

&

Ue

Hi

I. J. W. Raynolds,

S y stem

J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
By GEO. A. FLEMING,
(Seal)

'Scenic Line of the World."

Company.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
Mexico May 6, 1905, 3 p. m.
J. W. Raynoids, Secretary.

THE
"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED"
THE MOST PERFECTLY APPOINTED
TRAIN IN AMERICA.
In view of Uie increased popularity of tralna numbered 43 and 44,
more familiarly known as the "GOLDEN STATE LIMITED," It has
been decided to continue this train in transcontinental service throughout the season instead of discontinuing the same with the close of
Winter Tourist travel, as formerly
This train, consisting of buff at
and tourist sleepers between Chicago, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara
and San Francisco, will be operated daily, on the same schedule as
effective during the winter months.. It will be noted that thosa
schedules afford the quickest time between points in California, Ariand Kansas
zona, New Mexico, Texas, and the entire Southwest,
City, 8t. Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Buffalo, Washington,
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and all points East.
Your liberal patronage the last few months has assured the popularity of this train, and in an endeavor to further serve you It has been
decided to not discontinue this service as has been customary.
Soliciting a continuance of your patronag, am
Very truly yours,

Assistant Secretary.
Know all men by these presents:
CERTIFICATE.
and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
That we, Ishmael Sparks, Harvle
Morton C. Miller, John Howard Territory of New Mexico, Office of the
Springs, and all Colorado Points.
Vaughn, Alois B. Renehan and Hiram
Secretary. Certificate of CompariB. Cartwright, have made and execut
son.
at Denver w4th All Lines East a:'d
ed these articles for the Duroose of
I. J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
forming a corporation under the laws Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
West. Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by
of the Territory of New Mexico and certify that there was filed for record
we therefore certify:
in this office at 3 o'clock p. m., on
lines.
other
A. N. BROWN.
1st. That the name of the said cor the 6th day of May, A. D. 1905, Certifi
poration shall be Western Parent cate of Stockholders'
Genl. Pass. Agt.
Crude Rubber Company;
of Western Parent Crude Rubber
EL PASO, TEXAS.
2nd. That its principal office in Company, (No. 3980),
and
also
New Mexico shall be at 135 Palace that I have compared
the fol
Avenue, in the city and county of San lowing copy of the same with the
ta Fe, Territory of New Mexico, and original thereof now on file, and de
the agent in charge thereof and upon clare it to be a correct transcript
whom process may be served in ao therefrom and of the whole thereof.
On all through trains. No tiresome delays at any
tions against the company shall be
Given under my hand and the great
Alois B. Renehan, residing in the city seal of the Territory of New Mexico
station.
of the said principal office;
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
3rd. That its purposes are and on this sixth day of May. A. D.
All Kinds of Building Material.
shall be the following: To buy, sell 1905.
For illustrated aivertising matter or information,
lease and deal in lands and real estate, (Seal)
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
general merchandise, goods, wares
address or apply to
Secretary of New Mexico.
and chattels, sheep, cattle and other By GEO. A. FLEMING,
live stock; to operate farms and
Assistant Secretary.
S, K. HOOPER. G. P. and T. A., Denver.
ranches; to keep and conduct stores;
Delivered to any part of the City.
A. S. BARNEY. T. P. A.,
to own, operate and maintain saw mills
Fe, N.JVI.
Whereas, Ishmael Sparks, Harvie
and lumber camps; to manufacture DuVal, Morton C. Miller, John Howard
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everythlsf that li Movable.
crude rubber and rubber goods; to es- Vaughn, niram B. Cartwright and
tablish rubber producing farms and to Alois b. Renehan are about to file arBranch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N M
t
let and
the same; and to ac ticles of incorporation under the laws Phore 35 Santa Fa
quire, own, have, hold, sell and deal of the Territory of New Mexico in the
In discoveries, whether patented or un office of the Secretary of New Mexico
patented, and patent rights of all for the incorporation of a company to
kinds; to bring to patent, under the be known as the Western Parent
laws of the United States, patentable Crude Rubber Company; and whereas
discoveries, processes, novelties and they desire to take advantage of the
things, and particularly to institute laws, on the subject of corporations,
proceedings for the patenting of and against stockholders' liabilities:
to bring to patent the alleged discov
Now, therefore, the said persons
ery of Benjamin F. Spencer for the above mentioned, who are to be the
manufacture of an India rubber sub incorporators of the said proposed
stitute from Actinella Richardsonii. company do hereby certify and deand to manufacture
AXJSTBO
and market clare that there shall be no stock
the product of said discovery; to es holders' liability on account of stock
lauusn, operate, nave, hold, manage issued or to be issued by the said com
afT.
and maintain
and to pany after its Incorporation and
thereto
grant
rights and privileges for
RESIDEN CE PHONE 41.
In witness whereof we have hereun
the manufacture of crude rubber, rub
ber goods, and articles of all kinds, on to set our hands this 6th day of May,
royalty or rental basis, or such oth 1905.
BROADWAY HOTEL
J. R. Hankla
J. R. McCleery
er plan as the purposes of the said (Signed) ISHMAEL SPARKS,
429 South Broadway
European
Popular
Cafe
Lo
hatos
HARVIH DuVAL,
company may warrant; to deal as
Located upon the City Moit Beautiful and Artiatloalljr Lighted Thoroughfare
commission merchants or brokers; to
MORTON C. MILLER,
JOHN HOWARD VAUGHN,
buy, sell, deal in, have, hold and own
stocks and bonds and other evidences
HIRAM B. CARTWRIGHT,
troofcl
of indebtedness of other corporations,
ftfffir evert-- "
ALOIS B. RENEHAN,
and the bonds and other evidences of
indebtedness of individuals, firms, or Territory of New Mexico,
PAST.
to amalgamate or
County of Santa Fe, ss.
On this 6th day of May, 1905, before
consolidate with other corporations,
CHEAP RATE8 TO NEW YORK.
or to be amalgamated or consolidated me
personally appeared Ishmael
Mexican Central has recenlfy
The
with other corporations, and in gener Sparks, Harvie DuVal, Morton C. Mil
placed on sale tickets to New York and
Ik J
al to do any and all things incident to ler, John Howard Vaughn, Hiram B.
return going via the Mexican Central
Or proper to be done in connection
Cartwright and Alois B. Renehan to
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
with the general objects of the corpor me well known to be the same persons
via the famous Ward Steamship line
described in and who executed the
ation;
to New York. The return win be by
second-ban4th. That the capital stock thereof foregoing instrument and acknowledgFor sale, cheap, a
6:51 p.
UonBtaia
Leaves El P&I9
rail over any line to El Paso. The en
shall be One Hundred Thousand Do! ed to me that they executed the same
office.
New
too
at
Mexicau
inquire
tire
trip covering thousands of miles,
as
act
their
and
uses
deed for the
lars ($100,000), divided into one thou
free
Havana, Cuba, and its famous Mora
sand shares of the par value of One and purposes therein expressed.
mmA for all
toaan Direst
This aaadsoase aoiM vesUfc-aFOR SALE High roll top desk and Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
In witness whereof I have hereunto
Hundred (1100.00) Dollars each;
mw throurh to New Orleans, Shreve-po- Nortfc, Bast a as Seetneact.
chair. Inquire J. Weltmer.
revolving
largest cities of the United States, out
6th. That the incorporators above set my hand and notana. seal the day
For achedalea, rates aad ether
and St LotUa wtthowt ofcaago.
be made for $122.50. A more delightful
In
writand
certificate
this
first
mentioned
are
year
all residents of the City
Carrie thrragb. sloepsrs Lai sagstos
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms trip cannot be planned aa stop-ovand County of Santa Fe and Territory tea
with use of bath; with or without privileges are allowed and the tickets
ROMAN L. BACA,
of New Mexico, and the said Ishmael (Signed)
boar J. Apply at Claire Hotel.
are good for one year from the date
R. W. CURTIS
Notary Public. (Seal)
Sparks has subscribed for 150 shares
sale. The trip includes the City of
of
of the said capital stock, the said Har
FOR SALE At a bargain one Price Mexico, the "Paris of America." Furitem PitMnf r
3980.
No.
Rec'd.
Cor.
Endorsed:
vle Duval has subscribed
for 50
and Teeple upright piano. Price 33 ther information can be secured by adU PASO, TUAS
shares thereof, the said Morton C. Vol. 5, Page 323. Cert of Stockhold- per cent
off factory price. Delivered
dressing A Dulohery, Commercial
Western Parent at
Miller for 60 shares thereof, the said ers
home. Apply New Mexican
your
Agent, BI Paso, Texas, or W. D. llur-docCrude
Rubber
?
Company.
Hiram B. Cartwright for 60 shares
k Passenger
hwiiair Aas
Assistant General Passenger
Filed in office of Secretary of New
TaUtA
thereof, the said John Howard Vaughn
MUAI, TUM
Agent City of Mexico.
for 60 shares thereof and the said Mexico May b, 1905, 3 p. m.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
J. W. Raynolds, Secretary.
Alois B. Renehan for 50 shares there
short time we will pay 4c a pound
LEARN TO SAY NO.
of.
for clean rags. New Mexican Printing
When
people ask you to eat else6th. That the term of the said cor
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Company.
where than the Bon Ton, always say
poration shall be fifty years;
"no," for that Is the best short order
7th. That the Board of Directors of
WANTED 100 men to worK at saw
the said corporation shall consist of
Palace: H. F. Raynolds, Albuquer mill and run timber. Also 50 teams. B. bouse in the city. Also regular meals
may be had, either In the public or
six stockholders, and any four thereof que; C. E. Frohman, Chicago.
B. Spencer, Eastview, N. M.
private dining rooms.
shall constitute a quorum for the
Claire: R. F. Gerralls, Fort Worth,
transaction of business, and they may Texas; C. M. Harris, Goldthwaite,
CLAIRE HOTEL RESTAURANT.
make, alter and rescind the
of Texas; E. M. Rich, Miss Maud CunWe can take a few more table
the concern, and they may have and ningham, Albuquerque; L W. Eldridge
week. First class
appoint an executive committee to act and mother, Arizona; Mr. and Mrs. boarders at $5 per
polite waitressmeals;
service;
quick
for and in the name of the said Board; Fred Becker, Miss Minnie Becker, Los
8th. That the directors of the com Angeles;
Ben Weller, Denver; P. es; elegant coffee. Special rates for
pany for the first three months and Gratz, Alamosa; J. F. Hubbell, Lin- dinners only.
until their successors are elected and coln, Nebraska.
Several pairs
Normandle: Andrew Altman, E. R. of FOR SALE 7 CHEAP
qualified shall be the said Incorporat
with
8
and
6,
columns,
chases,
ors.
Horner, Chicago; A. T. Belden, Den9th. That there shall be no stock ver; W. B. Welden, 8L Joseph, Mo.; metal side and end sticks, complete, at
Dally, from March 1st to May
N. M.
holders' liability:
Rafael Granito, Thomas W. Salla, Cer New Mexican office, Santa Fe,
10th. That the election of directors rillos.
16th, second clase colonist tide
BOOKKEEPER Competent young
shall be by written or printed ballot
man
or
as
desires
position
bookkeeper
and shall be held at such time as the
BIND YOUR MAGAZINES
s
eta will be sold as follows:
may prescribe;
The cost la l'ttle enough and the vol store manager for some mining com11th. That the amount of capital umes will be a valuable addition to pany. Employed at present References. Address "Arkansas' care this
stock with which it shall commence
Billings, Livingston, Butte,
library. The work we do In this
paper.
If Hie Remington Typewriter Igsfclc iiqefl. 3o docs Ifie Remington Opcrotorj business shall be Forty Thousand your
line la aa le class aa oar printing
. 327
($40,000) Dollars.
Wyckoff.- Sea mans & Benedict.
and yon know our kind of printing- - We
Broadway. New York
"
rlaon, Helena, Missoula,
In witness whereof we have here will bind your magaslaes in good style, SANTA FE CENTRAL CARNIVAL
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers
unto set our hands this 6th day of half rtorocco, for f LIS per volume.
RATES.
telle and Silver Bow, $32; Spo
May, 1905.
For the Volunteer Firemen's spring
ISHMAEL
(Signed)
SPARKS,
carnival at Santa Fe, commencing
kane and Walla Walla
HARvIB DuVAL,
Monday, May 15th, and closing SaturMORTON C. MILLER.
day, May 20th. the Santa Fe Central
JOHN HOWARD VAUGHN,
will sell at all points on Its line tickAshland, Taooma, Seattle
HIRAM B. CARTWRIGHT,
ets for the round trip at one fare.
aavar)
Du-Va- l,

Shortest

Non-LIablll-

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars,
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars

CHARLES WJHJDROW,

- SASH - DOORS

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

Santa

!

sub-le-

Texas

A. P. HOGLE

Pacific . Railway

&

T

Undertaker and

funeral Director
Rim

rafal

Aug-elea-

t

,

Increase Your Business Advertise

NIGHT EXPRESS
TiRIlSJ"
NCI
NEW
Mj

mCals

s.

it

rt

W.AWTS

Tici

d

umitiin

er

$tavt

Aet

Non-Liabilit-
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by-la-

COLONIST
RATES TO THE
NORTHWEST

by-law-
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Try a "Want Ad"
They Bring Results.

Tfeiahittat

A. B, RENEHAN.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe, as.

OnthliBthdarof

May, 1905, btfoiV

j

Cures Colic, Cramps.
Ctomaoh Complaints.
aoe. m. ooc.
bottles.

Legal
Legal

blanks both English and
blanks both English and

Printing Company.

Portland, $37.

SANTA FE

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, May JO, 1905.
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owls tUieTime
To Purchase Your Watches, Diamonds,

Cut Glass, Decorated China. Silverware
Clocks Etc.

A SPECIAL PRICE
Made to
The Old

You

Before Our Removal to

Stand

S. SPITZ, Jewele

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Insurance Fees Paid.
The following insurance companies
have complied with the insurance lawa
and have paid to Hon. Pedro Perea,
superintendent of insurance, the $100
fee which authorizes them to do business in the Territory: The Security
Trust and Life Insurance Company, of
New York; the Insurance Company of
North America, of Philadelphia; the
Hartford Fire Insurance Company, of
Hartford, Connecticut; the Royal Fire
Insurance Company of Liverpool, England.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorpora
tion have been filed In the office of
J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the Ter-

I

THE

Soda Water Season
OPE s
IN

ritory:

ICE CREAM SODA
FRUIT PHOSPHATES
LEMONADE
KOLA MINT
ETC.
ETC.
ETC

The Winter Grocery Company. The
incorporators are Thomas Z. Winter,
Rovena L. Winter and Ernst A. Mecke
all of Santa Fe. The purpose of this

corporation is to buy, sell, convey and
deal In staple and fancy groceries,
goods, wares, merchandise, at wholesale and retail, and real estate, live
stock, stocks and bonds; and to take,
and maintain
have, hold, operate,
farms and ranches, and to do a general commission and brokerage busiNo. 250 San Francisco Street.
ness. The capital stock is $3,000 diGrocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49 vided into 30 shares at $100 each. The
principal place of business is Santa
Fe, New Mexico, and the term of exCOLORADO POTATOES are now cheaper than for many years. We are
is 50 years. The number of
istence
25c.
for
lbs.
for
50
20
lbs
cents
85
at
stock
cwt.;
fresh
50c,
per
offering
directors
shall be three, and those who
PURINA PANCAKE FLOUR,
packages for 10 cents.
will manage the business of the comBRAND CONDENSED CREAM, 3 cans for 25 cents, very
MOUNTAIN
pany for the first three months are,
fine quality.
Thomas Z. Winter, Rovena L. Winter,
TOP NOTCH CREAM, small cans, each, 5 cents.
and Ernst A. Mecke.
SACKS TOWEL BLEND COFFEE is packed by Chase &
The Western Parent Crude Rubber
Sanborn. It is an excellent coffee and there is a good towel free wih each
The
Company.
incorporators are
You have often paid more for poorer coffee. Per sack, $1.15.
Ishmael
Harvie DuVal, MorSparks,
two
BRAND
and
one
Coffee is only sold in
CHASE & SANBORN'S SEAL
ton C.
John Howard Vaughn.
pound cans. If there Is a better coffee sold at any price we have yet to Alois B.Miller,
Renehan
and Hiram B. Cart-wrigcents.
40
sample it. Per pound,
all
of
Fe. The purposes
Santa
Our 25 cent Chase & Sanborn Coffee is packed in yellow bags. Ask
of this corporation are to buy. sell.
for the Coffee in the yellow bag and you will get the best Coffee we have
lease, and deal in lands and real esever been able to get to sell at that price. We pay more for our
tate, general
merchandise,
goods,
Coffee than do nine out of tetn grocers. YOU get the benefit In better qualwares, and chattels, and live stock; to
ity. We cot the benefit in increased sales.
own and operate saw mills, and lumCALIFORNIA TOMATOES in 21-- pound tins at 10 cents are cheap eatX
ber camps; to manufacture crude rubing.
ber
and
to
rubber
let
121-three-poungoods;
2
establish,
LAS CRUCES TOMOTOES in
tins we are selling at
and Bub-le- t
rubber producing farms;
cents, and there are nothing better packed that can be "old at anywhere
U.
to acquire, own, have, hold, sell and
:
near that price.
in
deal
discoveries
and
patent rights
tins are
SUN BURST EXTRA SIFTED EARLY JUNE PEAS in
a genuine bargain. We have peas all the way in price from 10 cents per of all kinds; to deal as commission
merchants or brokers; to buy, sell,
can to 30 cents, but we consider this
pea the best value for the mondeal in, have, hold and own stocks and
ey that we haveever been able to give our trade.
bonds. The capital stock is $100,000
FRESH ASPARAGUS is now plentiful, and the price only 5 cents per
divided into 1,000 shares at $100 each.
bunch. Plenty of fresh vegetables all the time. We are shipping from sevThe term of existence is 50 years and
MARKET REPORT.
eral different points and try to have all the market affords radishes letthe principal place of business is Santuce,
cauliflower, spinach, beans, rhubarb, etc.
INCORPORATED
celery,
STRAWBERRIES
Wc are now receiving twice each week direct from the ta Fe. The number of directors shall
AND
MONEY
METAI
be
six and those who will manage the
e patch.
H II
New York. May 10. Money on call,
business of the corporation for the
GARDEN SEEDS, VEGETABLE SEEDS, BLUE GRASS AND ALFALFA
3
mercent.
Prime
easier
2H
first
per
three months are,
Ishmael
SEED We have in packages and inbulk. Come
if you wish to get a
4
3
per cent. Silver
Sparks, Harvie DuVal, Morton C Mil- - cantile paper
variety and wish seeds that will grow. We have them.
57.
John
Howard
Alois
B.
ler,
Vaughn,
FRSH FISH AT OUR MEAT MARKET Bach Friday.
New York, May 10. Lead and coppe
Renehan and Hiram B. Cartwright.
We are now shipping our beef from Denver by express; Kansas City beef
steady and unchanged
These articles also state that there
may do for some, but during the warm weather we find that critical buyers
GRAIN.
shall be no stockholders' liability.
Grain Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
comes
in
more
the
to
which
a
and
Denver
little
fresher,
beef,
get
pay
prefer
111., May 10.
Close, Wheat
Chicago
The
Alameda
Water
The
Company.
clearer and better in every way.
May,
July. 93.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
HAY, GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR AND POTATOES in quantity, and right in Incorporators are William F. Wells, of
Corn, May, 48: July,
Los Angeles, California; William B.
price.
Oats,
May, 30; July, 29.
Gatewood, Wendell M. Reed, CarI'M,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
Bird and John T. Carleton, all of Ros
Mav 812.20; July, S12.43X12.45.
Pork,
The purposes of
well, New Mexico.
'
tnis corporation are to supply water Lard, May 87.17; July, 87.35
SANTA FE, N. M.
Ribs, May, 87.07H; July, 87.35.
for domestic and irrigation purposes to
WOOL MARKET.
the residents of Alameda Heights, an
St. Louis, Mo., May 10. Wool. Is
addition to the city of Roswell; to
buy, own, operate, enlarge and extend strong.
and western medium, 23
the Alameda water works. The cap! 30;Territory
fine medium, 21
19.
23; fine, 18
tal stock, is $7,200 divided into 360
10. Spelter lower, 85.- St.
to
Louis,
May
9th
13th,
May
shares at $20 each.
The principal 37
85.40.
place of business is Roswell, and the
STOCK MARKET8.
term of existence is 50 years. The
New York, May- - JO. Closing stocks'
number of directors shall be 'three and
New York
those who will manage the business of Atchison, 83; pfd., 101;
Central,
Pennsylvania,
142;
134;
the company for the first three months Southern Pacific,
Annual Contention Stock Grower's Association
Pacific,
60; Union Copper,
are Carl M. Bird. Wendell M. Reed. 119; ofd., 96; Amalgamated
and William A. Gatewood.
81; U. S. Steel, 3d; pfd., 98.
1IVE8TOSK.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will sell tickets to
Notary Public Appointed. .
lhe following notary public has Kansas City, Mo., Mav 10. Cattle
Denver and return atone fare for the round trip
been appointed by Miguel A. Otero, receipts, 7,000 including 700 southerns
($16.90) also Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Dates of
Governor
of the Territory; Edward T. steady to strong.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
saleMay 7, 8, and 9th, Final return limit May 31st.
Native steers, 84.25
86.35; southern
Hann, Silver City, Grant County.
steers, 83.50
85.40; southern cows,
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.
H. S. IVTZ, Agent,
82.25
54.40; Dative cows and heifers.
CHINESE
MERCHANTS
ANGRY.
82.25
Santa Fe, N. M.
85.25; stockers and feeders,
Topeka, Kas
Day Telepone 35.
83.25 3 85.00; bulls, 82.75 & 84.75;
Sundays and nlgnta at Mrs. I. B. Hanna. Rea. 113, Johnson St Tel. 14Z
They Object Strenuously to Terms of calves, 83.00
85.50; western fed steers,
84.50
86.15; western fed cows, 83.29
Proposed Exclusion Treaty of
85.15.
Uncle Sam.
Sheep receipts 4,000 strong and active.
Muttons, 84.25
86.00; lambs, 85 50:
10.
At
a
Shang Hal, May
large
87.00; range wethers, (4.50
85.25;
meeting of influential Chinese mer fed ewes, 83.90 (3 84.50.
chants held here today they protested Chicago, 111., May 10 Cattle receipts.
vigorously against the proposed new 5,000, steady to slow.
THIS ADVERTISEMENT OTHERS WILL READ YOUR8.
uooa to prime steers, 85.75
Chinese exclusion treaty recently dis
86.75;
85 50; stockers
cussed in the United States. Tele poor to medium, 84.40
85.00; cows, 83 00
grams on the subject were sent to and feeders. 82.75
85.50 canners;
belters, 82.75
Chinese officials and It was unanimous 81 15.00;
50
82.40; bulls, 83.50 3 84.75,
decided
to
ly
boycott American goods calves,
86.50.
THE BEST FIVE CENT CIGAR ON THE MARKET.
two coats to the gallon, that's what
until the terms proposed are modified.
Sheep receipts 15,000, steady.
Good to choice wethers. 84 60 & 85.10:
by
Sherwin-Wiluam- s
fair to choice mixed, 83.50
84.40;
LIVERY 8TABLE LAW.
MANUFACTURED BY
western sheep, 84.15 a 85.25: native
According to the Williams.. Livery lambs, 83.75
86 25; western lambs.
will cover. And on a good surface it will cover more
Stable Law, passed by the 36th Legis 84.70
87.25.
than that.
No paint will do better, and very few
lative Assembly and approved' by Gov
ernor Otero, every keeper of livery
paints will do as well. Maximum covering capacity,
stable Is required to post a copy of the U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
easiest spreading qualities, longest wear, and greatest
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair In
law in a conspicuous place In his
stable. The law is for the protection south tonight and Thursday; showers In
economy are what we claim for S. W. P. It's the one
of livery stable keepers against dead north portion; colder with frost in
safe paint to use. Always gives satisfaction.
districts.
beats and persons who damage any higher
It you want to save money in painting let us show
For Colorado: Partly cloud v with
vehicle or injure any animal hired local showers in east
portion; colder Id
you the way. We sell paints for all kinds of good
from a livery stable. The New Mexi southeast
Thursday; west portion
can has printed the law nea'Jy upon showers tonight and colder Id south;
painting.
cardboard and is ready to fill all or- Thursday clearing and warmer; freezing
SOLD BY
ders at $1.00 for each poster In Eng temperatuie tonight.
Yesterday toe thermometer registered
lish' or In Spanish.
as follow-- : Maximum temperature, 56
degrees, at 8:30 p. in.; minimum. SB
Notice for Publication.
a. m. The mean
degrees, at
Department of the Interior, United temperature for the t4 hours was 48 deStates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M. grees. Relative humidity, 40 percent.
1
Precipitation, 0.04 of an Inch.
April 11, 1905.
Temperature at 6:0o a. m. today, 33
Notice Is hereby given that on May
17th. 1905, the following plats will be degrees.
filed in this office: Township 5 north.
A Jersey mosquito caused the death Mv;Entire!S1ocklof : ; :
range 7 east; township 6 north, range
Catron Block, No 311 Santa Fe.
at
9 east; township 6 north, range 6 east of a barber named Rosho Dorso
POTTER Yl
On and after said date we will be Harrison, New Jersey. The barber INDIAN AND MEX1CANJ3BLANKETS,
on
was
his
a
lit
shaving and mosquito
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
ready to receive application for ennose. The razor was directly under
tries In the above named townships.
Must Be old In the Next 30 Days Less Than Cost
the barber's chin, and in making a
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.
8to re for rent.
Register. slap to drive away the mosquito be
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
cut a deep gash In his throat. A phy- SIGN OF THE OLD CART
FRED MUIJ.BR,
Reoalrsr. sician arrived too late to save him.
Corner tan Franolee Street and Bwrw Alley.

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

BETTER THAN EVER
THE BEST EVER

15-ce-

Five-POUN-

25-ce-

FDSCfl

2

EI

MiLlfG C

d

230 San Francisco Street

Santa Fe,

PI.

two-poun- d

15-ce-

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

in.

WHOLESALE Gl0CEtS

9194;

46.

j

DENVER & RETURN

DUDROW & MOtJTENIE

VIA

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Dfidrow's Office Building.

300

SMOKE COLOMBO HAVANA CIGARS
PRIDE OF SANTA FE

Sqiuare Feet
The

Paint

For sale

BtEVp

all dealers

& GAfJTfJER,

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CL0SIN6

W. H. GOEBEL,

OUT

SALE

The Hard ware Dealer

Advertising Pays

'

at

'

